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BIRD HUNTERS
ARE VERY LUCKY

STEVENS
IDEAL HOSTING AND
SPORTING RIFLE
NO. 44 1-2

New

[

won every interstate handicap

Woman

Opens the

Smokeless Shotshells.

“L e a d e r ” a n d “R e p e a te r ”

Dam.
(Specdal to Maine Woods).
Upper Dam, Sept. 18.
These are the ideal days, and al- ■
though several parties have reeled
an and left the pool until another!
season, more people have come
until now, after the middle of Septtember some (>0 guests are
being
entertained, a larger number than 1
ever so late in the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Miner and fam
ily of New York, who planned to j
remain until the middle of October,
find business calls them home this
week.

Stevens Ideal Rifles
hold first 'Honors for
Accuracy in the United
States, Great Britain,
South and Western
Australia.

T h e se are the shells that have

York

Shooting Season at Upper

Made in standard calibers, with
theFAMOUS STEVENS BULL’ S
EYE ACCURACY.

SHOT SHELLS

PRICE 4 CENTS

for the last tw o years.

Your Dealer Handles

f

Woman Opens H unting Season.

Get good standard loads when
you buy shotshells. Such wellknown and tried shells as
i‘ Leader ” and “ Repeater” will
always give you good satisfac
tion. They are properly constructed and loaded with all
standard brands of powder, shot
and wadding.
Used and en
dorsed by sportsmen for years.
iThe corrugation is a good feat
ure not found on other shells,
as it is patented. It allows for
expansion. See that a Red W
is on every box you buy.

tfe5 Send postal for illustrated catalog
Mrs. Miner was the first to open
W IN C H E S T E R r e p e a t i n g a r m s CO.,
j the hunting season as Monday morn
New Haven, Conn,
SHOTGUNS,PISTOLS
ing- she shot a fine partridge. Dur
H
i ----------------- --- _
ing the day Mr. Miner bagged three
i moreHarry Taylor of Los Angeles, Cal.,
Send for latest Cat
who arrived in June and on Thurs
aloguea and “ How To
■■
---------------r
day starts for the Pacific coast, has U
t three'partridges to his credit.
Shoot Well.”
Better pattern, better penetra
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Hollowell of j
j Chestnut Hill, Mass., who with Hol
tion, greater velocity for the
Are the most up-to-the-minute camps at Grand Lake. Open fireplaces—Piazzas—
lis Ellingwood guidp, have been in , Kewanee'Water System—Private Baths—Toilets and Blau-gras Lights. This is where you
same lo a d !
'camp, returned home today going
can bring: your family and get needed rest, as well as the best fishing- in the country: Land
T h e shell is stronger, surer, safer!
via DixvilLe Notch, had great
fly
ocked Salmon. Lake and Brook Trout, Write for brochure and rates.
F or all shotguns.
J. STEVENS ARMS 8
fishing.
They caught a 4-lb. trout,
F R A N K H . B A L L , P r o p .,
G r a n d L a k e S tr e a m , M a in e .
one- 314 pounds and several 2 lbs.,
PemingtOflr (JMC— the perfect
TOOL
CO.
and
many
smaller'
ones
that
will
XI
shooting combination.
i have a chance to .grow bigger.
Box 5 0
Remington Arms-Union Postoffice
Metallic
^
Cartridge Co.
Got Three Partridges,
doctor hook, and her husband land at this camp include: V. C. Whitney,
293 B’way, New York City
. C H IC O P E E FALLS, M ASS.
j
They
shot three partridges the 1ed one that weighed 3 lbs. 2 oz.
Madrid; A. E. Fields, Phillips; Mrs.
■
E. F. Van Dusen, the New Yorker, A. E. Wentworth, Miss M. E. Went
S
4 first day of open season.
.
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teel Lined
Everyone who has followed
the who is high line of all the fly fish worth, W. L. Darrington,
Boston;
' trails around here declare they have ermen in the pool has added three Lucy E. Rhodes, Mrs. A. W. Mes
never seon so many partridges a s; to his record this week, a trout ser, Rockland; „ Mary L. McLane,
this season.
>
i weighing 4 lbs., 9 oz., and two salm Paterson, N. J..; Margery B. I^ongl
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. B. Bearce ofi on weighing 3 lbs., 15 oz., and 3 lbs., hran, Nassau, N. Y .; Mrs. B.
E.
Lewiston are for the remainder of, 9 oz., each.
Wentworth, Miss Mid Wentworth,
September asain at icnr* in “ Camp: Mr. and Mrs. Jchn S. Doane of Boston; Sam Tedford.
Mrs. L. M
( K i r k .”
‘
1 Boston, who came in June, Left for Jackson, Arthur Lowell, Teddy Jackr
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Lozier of De home Saturday and ail went to the son, Boston; Harry L. Wilkins, Liv
M o u n ta in V ie w , M a in e
troit. Mich., arrived last Saturday,! boat to wish them “ bon voyage” the ermore Falls; Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
j coming as far as the Barker
in I little children, each presenting Mrs. Weston, F. M. Moore,' Carl
Hall,
For further particulars write or address
Doane with a bouquet of beautiful Derry, N. H.; Leslie Boyer, Morris
their touring car.
Mr. Lozier said they had a great; flowers.
A hearty welcome waits Boyer, East Orange, N. J.;
Mrs.
I trip, that the roads were in
fair their return next season.
Elihu Sawyer, Elihu A. Sawyer,
condition and the scenery
grand
On, Monday Mrs. Van Dusen gave Henry D. Lindsley, Henry D. Lind*
and beautiful all the way across the! a motor boat party to a number of sley, Jr., Dallas, Tex.; O. H. Ross,
country.
the Ladies who enjoyed a sail around Anson Oakes, guides; S. M. Sew-all,
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. White of Bos the Mooselookmeguntic lake and up Livermore Falls; Fraulein Weixner,
ton came today for a ten days’ stay.; C-upsuptic.
Vienna.
That wise
old 12-lb. trout in
Mr. Harden is making- improve
>••0
Flowers Are Beautiful.
|the pool will have ito be on the
ments this fall.
He says that Lie
Everyone
is
hoping
Jack
Frost
will
THINK OF<C ^
watch for James C. Dougherty
of delay calling here for the flowters will keep open house through the
. Syracuse, N. Y., arrived
Monday.
winter, and advertises moose, deer,
G R A N T S C A M P S,
KENNEBAGO,
M A IN E,
S Hq is accompanied by his wife, who are now in all their beauty and add bear, rabbit and bird shooting.
much
to
.the
attraction
of
the
camps.
is an expert fly caster, and
has
Thousands of feet of plank
as
When Packing up for that Fishing Trip. Fly Fishing de luxe J brought with her an elegant
new square
timber that has been sawed
K e n n e b a g o , Maine
Leonard rod, a birthday gift from
ED GRANT *L SONS,
WING HOUSE AND CAMPS.
at the mill is now being taken to
her husband.
Middle Darn to build the new dam
The following party from Willim* at
the foot of the Pond-in-the-Rivantic, Conn., are happily located in er.
Cliff Wing, who has long been
|the West Camp and helping ito pile
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Killgore
of identified with the hunting and fish
the wood in the big fireplace for two
days ing interests of the Dead River re
1weeks: Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Taylor, Boston are coming iin a few
gion. plans to cater to hunters this
™ ^ 5 ro \ N ^
and
with
Hollis
.Ellingwood
for
guide
i and son, Harold Taylor, Dr.
and will camp at Richardson pond until fall, as usual, at his hotel and camps.
For your Spring Fishing Trip why not come where the salmon are large
M r s /T . R. Parker and son,
Ray- the middle of October.
Mr. Wing’s house at Flagstaff
is
enough to interest you. The average weight of salmon here for the past
mend and Dr. Owen O’Neil.
equipped witn hot and cold water
fiv e seasons has been seven pounds. We also offer you private cabins
Everyone
is
interested
in
the
nevr
The
lighting
En route for Middle Dam Mr. and
with open fire, bath, twin beds, etc. Bass fishing is unsurpassed. Write
tennis court that is to be built and electric lights.
Mrs. C. W. Jones. Mr. and Mrs. L. clay
plant is a great curiosity in that
us for booklet, rate3 and detailed information. Address
this
fall
on
the
grounds
in
front
of
I L. Higgins of New Haven,
Conn., the cottages on the lake shore, on section, for it is self contained.
In
B. E. BROWN, Center Lovell, Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Wilion of Bos the
tbo cellar of the house is a storage
east side of the hotel.
battery, dynamo and gasoline engine.
ton registered here Monday.
The caghu
quickly makes the
Do High Jumping Stunts.
“ juice,” which is stored in the
The trout and salmon in the pool
GUESTS
AT
CAMP
EOTHEN.
battery to be used as wanted.
Iare daily giving free exhibitions of
At Mr. Wing’s camps is to be
' high jumping, but not many of them j
found some of the best bird hunt
have taken the fly the past week.
(Special
to
Maine
Woods).
ing in that section of the country.
Mrs. W. B. Fair of Havana, Cuba. ■
|j:
Open when the ice leaves the lake. We guarantee both bait and fly- :• j has added to her honors by landing | Camp Eothen, Long Pond, Range- Deer and moose signs are also un
$ fishing and catch trout. Telephone, daily mail. Write for 1912 booklet. •: a 3-lb. salmon, using a small silver: ley, Sept. 18—Some of the arrivals usually numerous.

STEVENS

RIFLES,

BALL’S CAMPS

Advertising Pays You

Mountain View House

L. E. BOWLEY,
mountain View,
*
*. *

f

Maine.

I... XIM POND CAM PS
I

JULIAN K. VILES & SON,

Franklin Co., Tim, Maine.

:• i

LAKEW OOD SAM PS

GO TO JO E ’S
5

1

JOE W R IT E RUNS B L A K E 5 L E E LAKE G A W P 5
In the
Dead R iver R egion, w h ere y ou can ca tch trou t every d a y in
the s e a s o n . T h a t’ the point and th a t's the fa ct. W r it e , to
JOE W H IT E , E u stis, M e., F or B ook let and P a rticu la rs,
?!

THE SEASON FOR
BIG GAME SHOOTING
MAINE
and the prospects for a most
- for all deer hunters, the

'-'cr Region

!li

F O R M E R L Y

K N O W N

A S

AN G LERS*

R E T R E A T

Has a greater variety of fishing grounds than any one place in the Rangeley Lakes. Fifteen miles 0
Lake trolling and Five miles of Stream Fly Fishing and several Ponds well stocked with Trout and Salmon.
Table first-class. A No. 1 beds. Camps have from one to seven rooms and open brick fireplace and puie
running SPRING WATER in each camp. For rates and booklet address
!if

Gapt. E. F. Goburn,

q will bring
"NTING.

Middledam.
Ijl-g g r r

Rangeley

Lakes,

\i
M a in e

hi

|i|
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_?
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the rear cross piece very light, thin
babiche is used, and in well made
snow
shoes
it
is
woven very
closely.
The babiche at the toe is
a little coarser than that at the
heel.

he twelve and a half or thirteen in
ches.
Look Out for Mai de Raquette.

HUNS

SPOMSMMTS SUPPLIES
Honest Goods. Bottom Prices.

Square Deal Guaranteed
Send 3c. stamp for lata log

POWELLS CLEMENT CO.
410 M a in S t., Cincinnati.

The novice, should not try to walk
far at a time until the muscles that
the exercise brings into play have size, but in size only, resembled a
T h e Special Smokeless Steel barrel, rifled deep on the
been accustomed to it by practise. big salmon.
The fish will be froz
Ballard system, creates perfect combustion, develops
Indian Webbing W ill Not Sag.
If you overdo at the beginning, you en in a block of ice today and pho
highest velocity and hurls the bullet with utmost
G. F . Hodges..
accuracy and mightiest killing impact.
I have seen this babiche at the are likely to suffer from an attack tographed.
You feel it!
------------------- ----------T h e 'mechanism is direct-acting, strong, simple and perfectly adjusted.
heel end as fine as coarse
linen; ot mal de ra(iuette
It never clogs. T h e protecting wall o f solid steel between your head and
117F f I
thread.
Between the cross pieces first in the calves of the legs, but A A T T .
cartridge keeps rain, sleet, snow and all foreign matter from getting into
-wi ere thp foot rests and the j it soon extends to the hips, a n d j ^ j J I f A v j l l u W i l L L
the action. T h e side ejection throws shells away from line of sight and
strain comes—the babiche is consid- j make8 walking so painful that you
allow s instant repeat shots always.
Built in perfect proportion throughout, in many high pow er calibres, it is
erably heavier and themesh coars-; dave difficulty in lifting your
feet
a quick handling, powerful, accurate gun for all big game.
er than at the ends.
The Indian- j more than two or three * » < * < * from j
made webbing will not sag when i t ; th® snow.
If >ou stop at the first
E very hunter should know all the V 2ar//n characteristics. 7 7 lP
Co
Send for our free catalog, F-nclose 0 stamps for postage. 3 3 WiiifrW S treet
N ew H aven, Conn,
is wet.
The white man’s factory-! twinge, a rest of a day or two will j
(Special to Maine Woods).
Great Pond, Sept.
6.—September
made snow shoes invariably sag, be-1 cure
,ilS annoying and painful
invent an equally useful substitute cause the white man does not prop- j whlle it lasts, but it is not danger- and jt seems as though summer had
ous'
j just got here.
or to improve on the Indian’s pat erlv cure the babiche.
In this generation we are learn-; The camps and bungalows here
terns.
Indeed, the best1 snow shoe
Near the center and behind the
patronized
this
made today by the skilled artisans forward cross bar a semicircular ing the value of outdoor play. Many j bave been well
The Snuggery at Brandy
of civilization falls considerably short space is left to admit the wearer’s more people now spend their sum- j summer.
mer holiday in the open than was pond the .-island” home on the
of the Indian product in workman toes—an arrangement that
allows
the case twenty or even ten years island, We-Suit-U camps at Great
Invented the Canoe, Toboggan and j'ship and efficiency.
the foot free action.
To both sides!
ago.
Tramping, camping and can- pond, Lakeview at Alligator, Oc.togon
The Indian designed his snow shoe
.. o opening the “ sling” that fas
oeing are. beginning to be appreoiat- at Long IKmd and the home of Ezra,
Snowshoe—But Last Was
to suit the region in which he t i s (the snow shoe to the foot is
But we confine ourselves too j Williams have been, well filled with
lived.
Thus the Crees of the bar attached by a strap passed 'back of ed.
Greatest of All.
closely
to summer outings.
It is pleasant summer people,
ren grounds west of Hudson
Bay, .the wearer’s heel and above it.
good to go outdoors in summer, but
Beside the tenting parties all seem
-----------, with wide, open stretches of counit is no less good to go outdoors in 1pleased with the beautiful scenery.
Simple Tie Is Best.
^\e owe the North American In- j ^ry sometimes jnake snow shoes as
winter.
To spend the entire win
Deer are often, seen, some tames
d.an a lasting debt of gratitude for j muCb as eight feet long and corres
On commercial snow shoes various ter in heated rooms is bad for the
a moose or bear.
.hree implements of has inventi on, p-ondlngly narrow.
Th e Ojib ways,
contrivances of straps and buckles health.
In Labrador I found that
Nearly all summer the travel is
says Dillon Wallace, an arctic explot ^ho ajgl0 i.pve in. a comparatively open!
Most of them I the natives on the east coast, al
er arid an, authority on the subject Of country, use snow shoes generally make up .the sling.
bv automobile, taking about
two
have tried, and have always return though practically living in the
snow shoes in an article in Youth's abou/ six feet long.
hours from Bangor house.
ed to the simplest sling of all— open, throughout the summer,
had
Companion.
They have been of in
For business, just now we
Lave
Obviously, the wearer would find the Nascaupee Indian sling.
It is learned to spend their winters in
estimable value to the explorers of
a new gasoline mill turning out peavy
it difficult—sometimes impossible— the most easily adjusted, it never
close huts and cabins, with the re stocks, work on the state road, and.
our northern wilderness, have play
to manage these very long
snow chafes the foot, and it is
by sult that tuberculosis was rampantj talkipg p oil tics,
ed no small part in the spread of
_ i shoes in a thickly wooded country in far the moist comfortable.
It is among them.
American civilization', and have, open
and simply a thong of buckskin about |
which windfalls often occur
KEEP SENDING T H E P A P E R ,
ed to us wide fields of recreation and
brush is thick.
He could not make half an inch wide.
One end of it \
pleasure of the
most invigorating 1
A MONTANA
FISH
STORY.
.quick turns, and he could not plant is run through the netting on one I
________
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 4, 1912..
sort.
The three implements
a re 1
his snow shoes between fallen trees. side of the opening, just behind f
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Lewistown, Moot., Sept. 11, 1912.
the canoe, the toboggan and
the
Whenever he found hi ipself
with the forward bar, and threaded back To ,the Editor of Maine Woods:
Please find enclosed $1.00 for my
snow shoe.
the ends of his ,snow shoe resting on the opposite side of the opening;
j enclose ?L00 m d a Montana fish subscription. I like the Maine Woods
The canoe has taken its place as;
on hard
dies, like logs or rocks, the two ends are then drawn back st0.ry<
This Montana plan you very much as it keeps one’s mind
chief among the smaller pleasure j
and hits weight in the center, the to tie behind the wearer’s heel. w,j]i observe is far superior to th e , fresh with .the sports of by gone
craft of our inland waterways.
In
frame would probably break.
Still keep sending your paBefore being tied, however, they are j Maine method in more ways than days.
the United States we have not yet
per.
For this reason the Indians farth- wrapped—b,coli at the same. time— ! one.
learned to appreciate the toboggan.
In this case the fish swam
Respectfully yours,
A1though in the eastern United! er east, prefer shorter, wider snow IWi
wice or thrice round the thong at|doWn the creek directlv to the cenE. W. Burris, M. D,.
toWn and allowed itself
States the snow shoe has not y e t 1shoes.
In the rugged and broken the point at which it passes across ,ter of ^
The thong here to be caught before a th ron g
received the recognition it deserves, |wilderness of Labrador the models the toe opening.
of
it jg growing in popularity wherever are in the sharpest contrast
with should be loose enough •&> let the adm iring 'Citizens, thus giving p lea s
of the wearer’s toes go under it, but tight
snow falls deep enough to permit tb§ extremely long models
ure to many people and doing away
Ip the region between lake enough to keep the toes from wofli*
the use of it.
Besides its useful Crees.
with any .question of veracity oh the;
ness, at has almost unlimited pos- Superior and Quebec some of the mg forward and striking upon the! part of the fisherman and entirely
G. W . PICKEL,,
eibilities as an implement for health j shoes have slightly tunned-up toes, bar in walking.
When this adjust avoiding .the necessity of an expen 
T A X ID E R M IS T
.giving winter sport,
! Personally, I never could see the ad ment has been made, the ends' of sive vacation, whereas the
Maine
Dealer in Sporting Goods, FishtBfc*
vantage of that, although
perhaps the thong are drawn behind
the method with which you are of course! Tackle>' lndian Moccasins, Basket*.
An Indian Invention'.
when ithe snow is so hard that the heel and tied.
familiar compels the fisherman ro; and Souvenirs
In, referring to the enow shoe ' as!
tlie thi<* ness
It is not necessary to untie the take a vacation and make a long Rangeiey
.
Mala*,
an Indian in vention, I have left out I
rim’ tk,e turned up "•Q?
may thongs in order to remove the snow and expensive trip to the woods, en-j
Of consideration the skee, for ah j preVent the shoe from catching' uiid«=r ghoe from the toot.
If the wearer gage gudes,i etc., forced at times!
^
"T.
crust, as the flat kind te»i]£ to
lilts
his
heel
and
slips
his
to
e
s
;
to
live
in
a
log
cabin
without
tiled
NASH
OF MAINE,
’ ^tugh it answers the same
past" ! ^
from under the thongs, the
sling floors, and to endure such hardships Licensed Taxidermist, Norway, M*.
pose, we do not speak of it
er
will drop from his foot. By winding as a bill of fare of partridge
and Maine’s Leading Fish Taxidermist.
think of it as a snow shoe. More
Micmac Model Excellent,
the ends round the toe thong,
h e j venison steak.
_
.
c---------,---- -—.— ------------ fever, I have not considered contriy j
ances for walking on snow that' have
F or ordinary purposes the Micmac can tighten the sling; by unwind*, This Montana plan might be safely j t ? . )\/l r\ K! ] ) T R O I T F H F R '
Al- recommended to those fishermen ov1
1
.
long been in use. on the table lands j medel is an. lexcellent one.
It is ing them, he can loosen at.
erm a
of Asia and in other parts of the j fr°m two and a half to three feet together, it is the most inexpensive, j er 95 to whom all streams lo o k -L ice n s e d Scientific, T
world. ' These contrivances orlginat-j hmg, broader than the very
long the most comfortable, the most ser-j alike and to those wishing to avoid t PaQner) Will give you Standard an£
and Moth proof work in all branches oi
ed in prehistoric times; the skee d e-. shoes, but not so broad as those of viceable and the most easily
ad* places where only pine trees
hotel
rates
are
raised.
Taxidermy and Tanning. Price lie*
veloiped with civilization,
j Labrador.
justed sling in use.
Following is the trout story m en-; "^ h useful instructions 1 REE.
But the snow shoe as we know it| On the Labrador peninsula,
the
Shoes with heels should never be
idoned above:
5 7 2 -5 2 .
today—the webbed racket—was an Indians that is, the Mountaineers, worn for snow shoeing.
If
the
Ed Page, a well known expert an
Main St.,
Aubum, M l .
independent invention of the North sometimes called the Montagnais, of snow is dry, there is. nothing . so
American Indian, and had reached jibe south, the Nascaupees (NenenotsiJ good as buckskin moccasins, espec angling, yesterday eclipsed all his ----------------------------------------------------the height of perfection in design, iof tble north and the Crees of the ially if at least two pairs of heavy former efforts by landing the largest
T. A. JAMES
and workmanship before the white! vvcst have 4 styles m commoai use woolen socks are worn inside them. trout ever taken from Spring creek, Will continue to do business in Win*
man discovered America.
So perthe “ egg-tail, or ‘ round end, the If the snow is damp, however, oil- and what is. claimed to be the larg
throp and make a specialty of Must“
beaver
tail,” the “ swallow tail” and
est trout ever caught in the state.
f,ect, indeed was it .that the whdite
tanned moccasins, or lardgans, which
urn work and mounting and paintings,
the
“
bear’s,
paw.”
Although
the
The
fish
is
34
inches
long,
20
inches
man has- never been able either to
may be bought of any outfitter, will
of fish in oil and water color.
bear’s paw style d* often made with
around the middle and weighs 15*4
do very well.
In damp snow
I
onlv the toe bar, most of the Lab
pounds.
To add to the interest of Winthrop,
Maine^
use the Eskimo sealskin, boot—a
rador snow shoes have two crossthe incident, page hooked the mom
sealskin moccasin that reaches
to
bars .
sier just as the crowd was coming
the knee and is drawn on
like a
“ M O N M O U T H MOCCASINS."
The larges* pair of Mountaineer
out from the ball ground to
the
boot.
That is snot easy to
get,
They are made for
snow shoes I ever savT was a pair
business center of the city.
At
however; on the Atlantic seaboard
of beaver tails thirty inches wide.
that point Spring creek flows under
Sportsmen,
Guides, Lumbermen.
you can hardly expect to purchase
They were made by a voung buck,
; the. Mackey building, and knowing
it south of St. Johns, Newfoundland.
and represented an extreme of fash
|that he could not hold the fish Page j Known the world over for excel
lence.
Illustrated catalogue fre*.
ion.
The largest Nascaupee snowfollowed the stream under the buildPrefers Short Shoes.
shoes I met with were a pair of ©wal
[ ing, played 'with the fish until it
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
I prefer short, wide snow shoes. ! was exhausted and then got it by
low tails thirty-five inches long and
Although
I have owned andj
used the gills, landing it in the presence Monmouth,
Main&.
twenty-eight inches wide.
A grown
man can use a snow shoe from 20 to nearly every style peculiar to north- |of several hundred people.
Pie
a great crowd to
24 inches wide without having to eastern America, I am perhaps some- , wag folJOWied
of
the the Alta, where Jack Watt, himself
“ straddle” uncomfortably, for
the what prejudiced in favor
HODS A N D SNOtt SHOES.
I have at present! an expert, nrepared the fish
snow shoes overlap one another when Labrador types,
for
I
make Rangeley wood and spll«t
of swallow tail
and a! exhibition and pretty near the
! he walks and the feet are only a pair
£
bamboo rods for fly fishing
audl
pair
of
heaver-tail
shoes,
on
both!
O s
! about ten or eleven inches apart.
whole population gathered in the trolling.
»
Rods
to
let.
Snowshoest
../flv
a ! evening to see the trout, which in
When beech was to he had, as it 1of which I have traveled over
to
order.
:
.thousand-miles
on
rough
trails.
My!
He will
enoe was in the Maritime Provinces,
say you have a
E. T . HO AR, Rangeley, Me,
it was much used for frames. Now, i beaver-fail shoes., which were made!
good dinner if you serve \1
b
y'a
Mountaineer
Indian,
I
consider;
however,
Indians
use
mostly
birch
or
a piece of flaky-crusted pie
Their ex- j
for dessert.
spruce, and make the crossbars of ideal for general use.
With William Tell Flour your
|tamarack.
Spruce is light, springy, trenie length, measured to the end
1804 HtBHON
pastry will be a marvel of deli
easily worked, and does not check of the tail, is twenty-seven and one- 1
cacy—your muffins, rolls and bread
easily.
Tamarack is light, stiff and half .inches, and their extreme width j
light, tender and wholesome.
The cross bars have; Trappfers alUver the United Tates
strong.
With the ax the
Indian twenty inches.
It is also an economy—William
Tell Flour goes farthest.
cuts the timber and roughly shapes a good curve,., and leave a space! read MAINE WOODS weekly,
Order today.
(12)
it; with the crooked knife he dres twelve and one-half inches long for
An advertisement in this p a p e r
ses and finishes St.
Before
the the foot.
bring you
Before buying a pair of snow shoes
babiche, or web, is woven in,
the
be sure that here is room enough ADDITIONAL r
frame is allowed to season.
Caribou skin makes the best ba between *ve bars, where the foot
Advertising r<
biche.
The Indian works over the treads, .to permit you to walk with tion to
heel
skin until dit has a finish like parch out having the toe or the
For a person who
ment
and then1 outs At! into long touch either bar.
the
C. H. M C K E N Z IE T R A D IN G
CO., strips for weaving.
In. front
of wears a number seven shoe,
the forward cross piece and behind distance between the bars
should
Phillips, Me, * /

REPEATING RIFLES

FILLED THIS SEASON

OWE INDIAN DEBT
OF GRATITUDE

TAXIDERMISTS

FUR DEALERS

ATTENTION!

W illiam
Tell Flour

AUAiitfifY WIL
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Slice it as you use it DOES NOT AFFECT

A stor Cup W on and a N ew

MAINE SPORTSMEN

Smoke Sickle Plug — when
you want real tobacco.
Sickle Plug keeps moist and sweet.

R ecord M ade
WITH

Sisson Bill Taxing Deadly Weapons

The firm plug, protected from air or
weather by its tobacco-leaf wrapper, will
not dry out like tobacco that is cut up and
depends upon tin can, tin foil and oiled paper
for protection.

Does Not Include Shotguns

A

or Rifles.

Economical and convenient. More and better
tobacco for your money— no package to pay
for. Doesn’t crowd your pocket— nothing to spill.

Try It today
Your own dealer

Maine gunners and riflemen, as
j well a,s everybody else
interested
in the sporting .game, are concernI ed over the fate of ith Sisson bill
in, Congress. It is a biLl designed
to tax firearms. Just what it is
and what it means, is explained in
the following: articles in The Sport- j
ing Goods Dealer and Forest
and
Stream:
A Serious Menace.

.2 2

Semi-Smokeless
Ammunition

The Iowa City (Iowa) High School Team, winner of the 1912
Inter Scholastic Championship won a still more important victory in
the Annual Match for the Astor Cup. Eighteen teams were entered;
the Iowa City organization not only won the cup, bu t established 'a
new record

980 out of a possible 1000
This is 8 points above the best previous Inter-Scholastic score
972 made by the Iowa City Team, and 7 points higher than the best
score in the 1912 Inter-Collegiate matches.
The scores made by these boys are unprecedented in the history
of rifle shooting, and demonstrate what can be done by a combination
of marksman hip, good coaching and PERFECT AMMUNITION.

The Sporting Goods Dealer says:
When Representative Sisson, of j
Mississippi, introduced his bU'l^j^toj
N E W Y O R K : 38 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller, Manager
place a-heavy tax on the manuiaeCi
ure and sale of deadly weapons the;
matter was taken lightly by both
manufacturers and the trade. While, mittee, though none appeared
in. i distance of 15 feet where he could
the manufacturers have been blink- .person at the hearings to oppose the Set better pictures.
We remained
iug the bill has come up for
a j bill. It is estimated that with the there with the moose formore than,
hearing before the House Committee - enactment of the bill into law, the twohours,
and had time to send for
_ _ _ on W ays and Means, and it seems proposed duty would realize at least Mr. Dunn and his guide,
time aa®ur©d> according to the latest ad- j 52,500,000 in revenue to the Federal
rounding the point and each
Had One Film Left,
he would stop and listen intently for vices froIU WashuiSton- that ^ the Treasury, as well
as serve
to
committee
will
report
the
bill
favor-1
identify
an<j
regulate
the
sale
and
use
an answer. At length he thought be
“ Mr. Berlin had one film
left
ably to the House. The bill is radic I of the deadly weapons mentioned, j
heard a faint cry off to the right.
ally unjust. It is practically prohibi ! The .bill does not include any weap- in the camera and he wanted to get
He turned and paddled in that dir
a, picture of the moose leaving the
tive. It hits straight from the should
therein, and does
ection and presently he made out or at tbo American home Tt would ! on not enumerated
^
, water, but thej animal was not diiser at the American home. It would aQt disturb tbe saie Qf cartridges or
.
w wanted ,to *ret
the locatioii of the sound.
posed
G. H. Howe Clings to Canoe Over
sweep the entire country with a ammunition of any kind. A great P
®d to do s .
‘
him to leave by the right
hand
wave of crime similai to that which deaj Gf misapprehension was felt
Cling
to
Overturned
Canoe
bank of the stream and he wanted to
turned in Chamberlain Until
has. waged in New \ ork since the oy/ii. bb|s measure by sportsmen and
go on the other side.
E. Mclninok
Upon
approaching
he
discovered
passage
of the ridiculous
Sullivan others when the bill was first
inRescued by Companion.
went to the left hand shore
and
Howe cold and nearly
exhausted, ^w. Once more the pistol
and troduced owing to a inis-conception
with his long canoe pole tried to
clinging to the overturned canoe. It revolver are placed in the class withj of the terrus of the bill and m ade-! fo r” the m0OlSe back" intto the w.a
Bangor,
Sept.
12.—George
H. was a difficult task to get the Bos- brass knuckles and the dirk, although qUate treatment of its terms
by ^
He went, so near to
him
Howes of Boston had an experience ton man into the second canoe with- 1statistics prove that 90 per cent of i the press. Mr. Sisson has received fchat he struck him several times
a+ Chamberlain lake Tuesday even out capsizing it also and after sev- tbe former go into homes for Pro" many letters of commendation from
... ,,
_ __
. . , _ ,
. . . .
rnrvcA<5 rw
niiwhile nnt ~
,
with the canoe pole in the nose and
ing of last week which he is not
an. toptivo
tective. purposes
only,
eral trials Babson deeded upon an- ‘ « t" «
„ , * ’ “ l Stotes and
° m<* rs who **■< prodded Mm id tdo back.
Finally
likely to forget in a hurry. Capsized other' plan The shor6 was
one
com- j one-tenth
0 >« tedtb of
ot one
er cent, of the rtently support the bill. It is under- Mr Berlfa| w1l0 got behind
some
in his canoe while fishing, he clung paratively near
A rope was tie d Matter ever see aiu legitimate use. j stood that the committee will report
alders,
got
a
very
good
picture
of
the
to the overturned craft for two hours , arouud the rear thwart of the canoe This bill is so preposterous
that ;tlle bin favorably> and tUat it wiU
moose just as Mclninch was in the
until he was at length rescued by and made fast under Howe’s armpits. R hardly seems possible that it finally pass the House during
the
act of prodding him.
Fred Babson, his companion.
who Theil( seating b(imseif midship, Bab- c°uld obtain passage through both ]lext seSsion of congress.
“ Even a revolver shot fired be
became alarmed at Howe’s failure to son started t0 paddle slowly toward bouses of the national l e g i s l a t u r e , , ____________________
tween the moose and tihe left shore
return to camp. The Boston
man1^
bea,ch. Hg gucceeded in making 1but the statement that the committee
whea-e he was trying to get out did
was thoroughly chilled by his long tb& sbore without much trouble. looks at the bill favorably, and that C IT W WITH A M O O S F
not turn him back, and as we found
immersion and was nearly exhausted wherg he at once buiit a
fire by no manufacturer appeared personally 1 ^
n.
he was getting- very ugly, we decided
when help came. He has now fully |wbicb Mr Howe warmed himself, against the bill in the formal kearto let him leave the stream any
recovered. however, and no ill effects Thep the two men started back to; iug, should be an alarm cnll to the
way he wanted to.
When he left
are1 looked/ for.
camp.
trade and industry of the country.
the
stream
Williams
chased
him into
_
. . . . .
Howe had contracted
a severe
On C h a m b e r la in L a k e .
1
,
, , ,
,
...
Nc>t So Bad
the woods, buf he came back again, ^
chill through his involuntary bath
,NOL 00 Daa*

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO

BOSTON MAN IN
LAKE TWO HOURS

ON BIG GAUGUS

Brute Insisted on Remaining De

While we were trying to get him
Messrs. Howe and
Babson have but was wrapped in heavy blankets.! Wiblil, the folio win* editorial from
out on the shore we threw sticks at
been camping on the shore of Cham-bsBen hot drinks and he .woke:
spite Canoe Poles and Clubs.
him and from time to time he would
berlain lake for a week past
and Wednesday morning but little
the I10 opposes the bill strongly,
it
j charge us, but with the light canoe
Tuesday night, just at
sun down, worse for Ms experience. The canoe would seem to give the bill
the
Few sportsmen have had the ex- we, had no difficulty in getting out
Howe took one of the canoes
and was recovered during the forenoon sanct,tion of that
old and honoied perience with big game in the Maine!
of the way.
Two men on the shore
started out from camp, saying that but Mr. Howe lost an expensive j jaurinial •
woods ithat was afforded Wilbur A .: hitting him and prodding him with
he intended to get the evening fish- fishing rod and several other artiRepresentative Sisson, of MississiEstabrook of Bangor who, with E. their canoe poles did not prevent the
ing and return in a couple of hours, cles, which he had taken with klm. ^
has iQtroduced a bill lto
tax
L Dunn, another Bangor man, and. mooSe from leaving the stream by
It was not until nearly three hours He is an experienced canoeman and j the manufacturerS and sale of deadiv
woannno
t.
•
h
,,
i
Geoige H. Berlin of Ridley
Park, - tbie j,eft ban(j bank as was evidently
had elapsed that Mr. Babson be- is at a loss to account for
his
1} Weapons,
oh, . pioyidos
a recently
rpo>pntlv returned
rptnrn-prl nom
from a
a nsn
fish- ^ . firs,t intention.
__ esti,.
. „ , will ..
+
c M , Athat;Wp a-’
I_ should
came thoroughly- alarmed and start- craft having capsized.
there shall be paid a tax ot $2.t>0 on,
camp Snuggery on Brandy
■ ,
ed out in another canoe in search
_________________ _
each
pistol, dirk, bowie knife, sword puna.
nd
, was an unuauat
ttftusuai experience!
MDorten6e flvte
‘it ^ years
th u the
" as t4ur
or
- ............
it
old moose
and weighed
about
of hits cainpmate.
Howe had disBeing a unique publication Maine! cane, atdlletto and brass or metallic to sav thp least so
in fa pH
appeared around a point about three-j Woods appeals »to many people who! knuckles, and in addition to such tax that th
tv ’ enared an affidavit 8°°'
quarters of a male from camp a n d jare tired of the commonplace. There* an ad volorem duty of 25% shall he
1 ‘ 1
D„1----- -. .
. V, .
, .
,
e uu^
/0 &ndu
of the whole occurrence and signed
Babson headed in that direction.
t u>re
11 you are interested
mtoresteo m placing
praoiug 1collected on the price at which the
,
.
.
fore if
,to
It was dark when Babson
started, your advertisement before a circle of manufacturer sells the weapon
to! “ tow thrtr' urtStovta*'
but he carried a lantern in the readers who read the paper before |the itrade.
The bill, which is
to I
°
canoe and also had an electric search laying it down, patronize our adver- take effect July 1, 1913 provides
As Wilbur Estabrook, a Bangor
it 1
light. He shouted repeatedly upon Using columns.
fin-e of $1,000 and x month,s’ im tobacco merchant, tells the story
goes like tikis:
prisonment for violations of its pro“ We left Edgar Mclninch’s camp
j visions. The measure was referred
Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes Railroad.
(Special to Maine Woods).
! to the House Committee on Ways on Brandy pond early one morningBelgrade Lakes, Sept. 9.—Septem
T i m « . T » b l a I n E f f e c t J u n e 2 4 . '1 0 1 2 .
in
three
canoes
to
go
up
the
Big
and Mean,s which has to do with
ber is giving us here at the lakes
all
bills which levy taxes and
was Gaugus on a trout fishing trip. Mr.
A.M . A.M .
P.M.
P .M .
A.M .
P.M.
A.M. A.M.
A.M . P.M.
Dunn
had
Mclninch
for
a
guide.
Mr.
I
some
Ver>’ £ine weather, apologizing
extended hearings in order that Mr.
t8 00
IvNew York, (Gr. Cen. Sta.)ar
§7 40
A.M
Berlin’s
canoe
was
in
charge
of!
perliaPs’
for the
coId rainy
! Sisson might explain .the purpose
*10 00
t9 00
lv Boston, (via Portsmouth) ar 3 15
9 05 5 15
John B. Baker of Bradley and 11 ones of Au§ust- But iu sPite
of
A.M .
and
provisions
of
the
measure.
Mr.
3 00 8 55
lv
Boston, (via Dover)
ar 3 30
9 00
pond the weath« r the hotels
remained
A M.
P.M.
j Sisson declared that ;the purpose of had Ezra Williams of Great
P.M.
w;ith me
1 fiilled throughout the month
and
1 25
iv
8 40 1 CO
Portland
ar 11 30
5 30 12 15
i hi& bill was primarily to raise reve
AM .
j until aftet Labor day
when
the
*4 35 11 50
ar
4 05
lv 8 15
2 15 9 20
nue but would also operate to regu5 20 11 55 4 15
M l 00 lv
Faraiington
The Canoes Separated.
school opened and the time of
ar 8 05
2 03
9 10 9 35
P.M.
late the sale and carrying- of dead
departure came.
5 49 12 25
ar
4 45
Strong:
lv 7 35
1 32
8 37
8 45
ly weapons in violation
of State “ Mr. Dunn an,d his guide left Big
It
hoped the
and municipal laws, and would there- i Gaugus to fish Little Gaugus. The
u is
^ hoped
the opening
opening- of this
5 52

MONTH TO BE A
BUSY ONE HERE

6 18
6 38

4 50
5 18
5 37

t9 30
10 15
10 45

lv
Iv
ar

Strong:
Salem
King field

ar
ar
lv

7 32
8 00
8 23

5 40
6 08
6 30

12 00
12 35
1 06

lv
at*
ar

Carraba33et
Bigrelow

ar
lv
iV

l 22
12 57
12 37
P.M.
11 47
11 20
10 57

P.M.
5 49 12 25
6 06 12 45

4 45
5 05

P M.
1 40 Iv
2 15 ar

ar 7 35
lv 7 15

A.M.
1 32
1 10

6 06

12 45 5 08
f l 43 f6 00

see note
7 4)
f9 15

Strong
Phillips

lv

ar 7 10

*1

Redington

f6 18

Dallas
Dead River
Rangre’ey
^Marble's

f5 54
f5 52
5 45
lv To 40
A.M.

3 25
7 59
7 37

8 25
7 40
7 CO

•

7 27
7 00
6 37

8 37
8 22

1 05 8 20
f 12 13 f7 32
PM .
f l l 49 f7 09
f l l 47 f7 07
11 40 7 00
til 35 *6 55
A.M. P.M.

3 05
2 25
2 00
P.M.

t7 30 see note
3 00
f l l 40

tlO 45
A.M .

A.M .

fore, operate for the welfare of so- other canoes separated and my guide1month in bringing fine weather wit.
who
ciety. The bill is not intended
to and I went down below the mouth <als° brin= man>' auto parties ( T
on
cover any weapon except
those of Little Gaugus about half a mile. 001116 for a short sta>' then « «
mentioned, and would not therefore The fish were not biting very well to ° ther places’ and in that way wI11
was |that morning and we were paddling make this moIlth a bu3y oaoinclude rifles or shotguns as
supposed by many when the bill was! along quietly when suddenly we came
Among the later arrivals is Mrs,
first introduced. It was shown dur- upon a large bull moose swimmingG. Tegethoff, of Brooklyn,
N.
ing the hearing
that there were 1 the stream.
! Y-> w£l° in former years made
a
manufactured in this country in the - “ The flies were apparently bother- record as a champion fly fisberwoseven
year 1910 the enormous 'number
of ing him more -than we did and he man, taking in three hours
1,638,06O revolvers, rifles and shot- was swimming around and ai'ound in splendid bass any fisherman would
She is now waiting
guns. There were ten manufacturers tike, stream, trying to rid himself of be proud of.
who reported 580,042 revolvers, 391,-| the pest.
Occasionally he would for cooler weather for the sport to
foeglin.

withy.it prev ioua notice.

Agent

875 shotguns and 666.643 rifles as , roll over, and with the water up to
having been made during the
year his neck in the stream only
his
All guests are interested and read
mentioned. Sixty-siix establishments hoofs would stick out.
1tfle Maine -Woodsalways
found
on
are engaged in the manufacture of “ While we were there Mr. Berlin i fbe reading table.
firearms and ammunition with a com and his guide came up and B e r l i n ------------------- -----.__
bined capital of $39,377,000 with 15,- took several fine shots at him with
When you advertise inMaine
000 employes.. It. was natural, there- his camera.
We were able to get' \yoods you talk to over 6,500 people
fore, that many protests were
filed right up close
to him.Mr. Berlin wbothink enough of the paper
to
by the manufacturers with the
com*.going up with
his canoeto about apav- jor it. Mo other newspaper in
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MANY AT WELD AT MANY GUESTS AT
“ WAR CORRESPONDENTS”
SHOOT SIX PARTRIDGES CLOSE OF SEASON ROUND MT. LAKE

Phillips, Maine

Camps and Hotels Contain Many

L. B. BRACKETT,

Maine Woods “ war correspond-]
ents,” Roy Atkinson and J. Sc-ott
ROY ATKINSON,
Brackett, invaded the Rangeley and
Editor and Assistant Manager Dead River regions last week and
the first of this, enjoyed life might
OUTING EDITION.
ily and demonstrated, to their own
I pages, .............................. $1-00 per year satisfaction, at least, that the woods
are full of all kinds of game.
LOCAL EDITION.
The start wras made from Phillips
12 and 16 pages, ............. $1.50 per year
for the wilds Saturday morning, a
Canadian. Mexican, Cuban and Pana faithful steed, guaranteed to stand
ma subscriptions, 60 cents extra. Forfire, furnishing the motive
power.
“ien' subscription*, 71 cent* extra.
When the trip was finished
the
count up showed six partridges, a
Entered as second class matter, January 21, j
and a crow.
Let it be
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under j woodcock
the Act of March 3. 1879,
^
] understood, however, that practically
" --I all of the shooting was done from
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers j or about the carriage.
No attempt
the entire state of Maine as to Hunt-1 was made to follow up flocks
of
tug. Fishing, Trapping, Camping and j
Outing news and the whole Franklin partridges flushed by the roadside.
Business Managtr

county locally.
Maine Woods solicits communications
and fish and game photographs from its

r€>3<d©rs.

A t Camp

Eothen.

The first stop, Saturday morning,

When ordering the address of your was at Camp Eothen, where Sidney
paper changed, please give the old as
C. Harden was found busily engaged
well as new address.

in, making improvements.

The reg

The Editions of the Maine Woods ister showed that the present, sea
son has been a busy one.
“ We
thl* week are 6,600 copies.
Thursday, September 19, 1912.

HAD PARTRIDGE
DINNER AT TIM
Guests of the Camp Shoot 32 Birds
on Opening of Season—Sports
man Leaves in Tears.

shall keep open the year round,”
said Mr. Harden.
"The
hunting
about, here promises to be of the
very best, both for large and small
game.”
One of the features
of
the hunting about Camp Eothen is
the possibility of shooting a bear.
A number of these animals
have
been seen about the place, and Air.
Harden is confident that good bear
hunting will come later.
■From Camp Eothen the war cor
respondents journeyed on, through
Rangeley village, after a fine din
ner at pickferd’s Camps, to Greene’s
Farm, owned by A. L. Savage.
Mr.
Savage was not found at home, but
some sportsmen were present who
were trying their luck trout fishing
in the private pond that is located
near the house and cabins.
From Greene’s Farm the route led
to Stratton, where the night
was
passed at the always comfortable
Hotel Blanchard.
It was “ fair day”
and the house was filled with guests
but the service was cf the
best
nevertheless.
In the evening the
newspapermen attended a dance giv
en in the local hall, where
many
gathered to enjoy the delights of
an old time hop.

Blackwell has had a very large pat
ronage this season.
At the time
the Maine Woods representatives
called .there were about 25 guests in
camp.
The camps will be kept open
for hunters and fishermen through
out the season.
On the return from Round Mt. the
correspondents drove into a wood
cock cover when near Eustis.
One
bird was secured and feathers were
taken from another.
The
wood
cock were sighted about dark,
so
that shooting was especially diffi
cult.
They rose in all directions
from the cover and made very at
tractive, although somewhat diffi
cult shots.
On arrival at Eustis supper was
enjoyed at the Hotel Sargent and
then the journey was continued to
Flagstaff.
Owing to the fact that
Jim Harlow had not opened his new
possession, the Flagstaff hotel, the
night was spent in the home of Cliff
W-Jig, who plans to entertain many
sportsmen this fall. •
H arlow ’s Hotel

About Ready.

‘‘I shall open in a day or two,”
said Mr. Harlow, “ but at the pres
ent time I am waiting for the ar
rival of my furniture.
It is due
here now and I shall be ready to
meet my friends night away.”
Mr.
Harlow plans to tear down the old
hotel stable and erect a new build
ing in its place.
He also has many
other improvements in mind.
The Maine Woods representatives
were surprised to find Mr. Wing’s
place equipped with hot and cold wa
ter and a private electric lighting
system.
Mr. Wing, who has been
well known as a guide for years, has
installed
gas engine and electrical
equipment, including storage battery,
dynamo, switchboard, etc., in his.
cellar; here he also has a pump
for pumping water into the storage
tank that is also located in
the
basement.
Through the use of
this tank Mr. Wing is able to have
hot and cold water throughout this
house.
The storage system of el
ectric light enables the use
of a
light at any time desired.
Mr. Wing is a firm believer in
good advertising. The announcement
of what he has to offer will
be
found in another part of this paper.

Guests—Other News
Notes.

--M any Deer Signs Noted.

(Special to Maine Woods).
Weld, September 16, 1912.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wheeler and
daughters of Portland and Miss Marion
Wheeler of Woodfords have been at
Camp Toronto for two weeks. They
had Dr. Fisher of Portland as guest
for a few days last week.
Mrs. Maude Field of New York has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Meloon,
for the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Allen and Mr.
and Mrs. Walker of Providence have
been at Camp Lenore for two weeks.
Mrs. Chesman Masterman and daugh
ter, Maud, of Framingham, Mass., are
guests of relatives in town for a few
weeks.
J. Edward Osier of Philadelphia is at
the Osier camp for a month. Mrs. E.
M. Osier, who returned home last
week, h£S come back to stay with her
son during his vacation.
Henry Riggs of Glen Ridge, N. J.,
and son, Teddy, who have been staying
at The Maples for the summer, have
gone to Bert Brown’s for October.
Mr. Brown will be their guide during
the hunting season.
Mrs. Robinson and Prof. Grosvenor
M. Robinson of Bates college were at
Henry Swett’s for a few days last
week.
The young people of town who are
attending schools away from here are
Alton Swett, Ralph Masterman and
Conie Masterman who went to Kent’s
Hill last week; Lena Newman, who en
tered the Junior class at Wilton acad
emy; Oscar Sanborn and Clayton Storer
who enter Maine this week.
Harold Marsh of Chicago is staying
with bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Marsh, at their camp.
Walter Reynolds of Boston is board
ing with Mrs. Tainter for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Mast* rm&n and
daughter, who have spent the summer
at Popham Beach, have been visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Barber Mas
terman, for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Bourne and daughter of
Providence are boarding with Mrs.
Trask for two weeks.
Stanley Covert of Montclair, N. J.,
is at Camp Quinsigarm nd for a month.
Mr. A. I. York, Mrs. York, A. I.
York, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. George York
and Miss Anna York, all of Wilton,
were callers at Camp Wooglin Sunday.
Mrs. Elizabeth L. Lathrop of New
York gave an interesting informal talk
at the Congregational church the 8th,
having for her subject, “ What I See
Around Me In Nature.” Last Sunday
she gave a talk before the Junior En
deavor on her settlement work in New
York City.
Those registered at the Pleasant
Pond House recently are: F. F. Graves,
New Sharon; George E. Elliott, La
conia, N. K.; H. W. Gilman, Farming
ton; Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Withered,
Oakland; S. G. Wheelwright, East
Dixfield; Mrs. M. E. Straw, New York;
Mrs. M. J Weiser, York, Pa.; Z. W.
Taylor, Dixfield; Joseph H. O’Neil,
Portland; F. A Blaisdell, Dixfield; F.
Prince, Brattleboro, V t.; Mrs. Carrie
Noyes, Charlestown, Mass ; Joseph
Morton, Andover, Me.; William Allen,
Moosup, Conn.; George E. Howard,
Dover, Me.; W. Hobin, Phillips, Me.;
C. H. Masterman, Wilton; S. B Miller,
Waterville.
Registered at The Maples the past
week are: Charles V R. Marsh and
family. Montclair, N. J .; Maj. George
McL. Presson, Harry B. Brown, George
B. Cragin, L. L. Taylor, Farmington;
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Gardiner,
Fairhaven, Mass.; H. C. Russell, Mrs.
H. C. Russell, J. C. Metcalf, Mrs.
Metcalf, Theresa Metcalf, Farmington;
F. L. Blinn, Brunswick; Ed Berry,
Mrs. Ed Berry, Miss Vera Berry,
chauffeur, Salem, Me.

(Special to Maine Woods).
Round Mt. Lake, Sept. 18—Despite
the advancing season many guests
gti.ll remain at this resort and oth
ers are due to arrive soon.
The
bird and duck hunting is excellent
and many deer signs are noted.
Some o f the arrivals:
Mr. and
Mrs. C. B. Hutchins, Boston;
Mr.
and Mrs. William R. Davis, Westfield, N. J.; Air. and Mrs. Charles
H. Porter, B oston ; Fred A. Fernald,
Boston; Ray G. Marston, Augusta;
Charles N. Choate, Donald Choate,.
Bridgeport, Conn.; Mr. and Mrs. R.
3. Harvey, Taunton, Mass.; W. P
Gill, E. J. Connelly, Brooklyn,
N.
Y.; Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Hutchins,
Wollaston, Mass.; E. M. Messenger,
Winchester, Mass.; Miss E. A. Hal
stead, C. F. Halstead, Miss Adele V,
Maekwald, Miss Wilmah Vaughn, Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Strout, Brooklyn, N,
Y.; Henry F. Wiley, Laconia,
N.
H.; Fred Schade, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Kingsley, New
ton, Mass.; Mrs. E. E. L. Taylor*.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Plummer, New
York City; Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Bab
cock, New York; Mr. and Mrs. E.
Desplaines, New York; Harry
C.,
Eckihard, Arthur Plaze, New York;
Dr. George A. Wilson, Jr.,
New
York; Mrs. Annie Lorenz, William
A. Lorenz, Hartford, Conn.; Rev. and
Mrs. E. C. Acheson, Mrs. E. L. C.
Clark, Miss H. E. Cults, Miss Bes
sie Wilcox Dean, Margaret
and
Teddy Acheson, Mansfield
Craig,
Raymond Moore, Middletown, Conn.
Mr. and Airs. Stanley H.
Rood,
Hartford; Ellen Harris Gleason, Bos
ton; Air. and Airs. H. C. Ward, Mid
dletown, Conn.; H. B. Bullen, Deadham, Alass.; Mr. and Airs. Frederick
Henderson,
Robert J. Henderson.
Francis F. Henderson, Cambridge*
Alass.; Air. and Mrs. Ralph Calif,
Boston; Air. and Airs. O. F. Hershey, Miss Louise Hershey, Airs.
A.
H. Alatthews, Boston; Air. and Airs.,
Francis A. Beach, Atiddletown, CL;
E. L. C. Clark, Aiiddletown, Conn.;
Air. and Mrs. W. W. Wilcox, Aliss
Pauline R. Wilcox, Aliss Elizabeth.
Wilcox, Alaster W. W. Wilcox, Jr.,,
Air. and Airs. Dale D. Butler, Mid
dletown, Conn.; Air. and Airs. C-has,
L. AVilson, Plainfield, N. J.; Joseph
I. Lawton, Aiiddletown, Conn.; Mr.
and Airs. Leslie W. Hallock, Plainfield, N. J.; Captain and Airs. Harry
L. Stratton, New York; Edward L.
Farr, Wenonah, N. J.; J.
Edward
Keron, .Jr., Walter F. Fa,rr, Wen
onah, N. J.
It will be noted that many of the
guests were from Middletown, Conn.
A number of these were the guests,
of Rev. Air, Acheson of that city*
one of the leading clergymen
of
the place.
E. Al. Alessenger has been com ;
ing to Round Alt. Lake ever since
the camps opened.
His first vis
it to Alaine was made when
the
Alaine Central railroad only reached
Farmington.
Air. Alessenger is now
73 years of age, yet a keen fisher
man.

(Special to Maine Woods).
Tim Pond, Sept. 18—The duck
‘•hooting here has been most excel
lent and a dinner of 32 partridges
was served here yesterday.
The
birds were shot by the guests at ithe
opening of the season which show’s
that Tim does not lack for game.
Fishing is always good.
Last
Sunday one party brought 29 trout
to boat, another 28, another 30, and
still another 32, which proves the
statement that “ the trout always tak
M 6rry Tunes of Long Ago.
the fly at Tim Pond.”
One sports.caught 205 -trout in one day’s
A
dark
bearded man led the little
A rrival at Spring Farm .
■fishing.
orchestra.
He played a, clarionet
w7i,th a vim that was wmnderful. Oth
After leaving Flagstaff the next
“ T ro ut W anted” Sign.
ers filled in with cornet, piano and morning the course of the travellers
drum.
There was a swing to the was laid south towards the Ledge
When fish are wanted to
serve
that seemed to inspire
the House and Spring Farm.
On ar
on the tables of the spacious din music
dancers to dance with all the speed rival at Spring Farm Mr. Champagne
ting hall a sign is displayed which at
their command.
There was none the proprietor, was found in genial
reads, “ Trout Wanted.”
Otherwise
the languorous music of the effete health and spirits.
It was
sug
the fishermen hook the fish, as a of
ball room, but instead the merry gested that the sixth partridge be
rule, and after playing them return tunes
of long ago played for people secured at this point and it
was
them to their native element.
who really wanted to dance.
So not long before the bird was brought
There have been majny
guests the brass drum boomed and
the to bag.
On the way through the
here this season.
After having clarionet shrilled until nearly mid Carrabasset valley a crow had fallen
spent, the season here C. P. Billings night, some of the most interested before the shot gun of one of the
of Hartford, Conn., wTho has been spectators being a few city sports party.
a guest at Tim for many seasons, left men who had never before beheld a
After a delicious dinner at
the
the place with tears in his eyes. real country dance.
“ farm,” part of the dinner consist
Mr. Billings is well along in, years
Sunday'-" Tim Pond was visited. ing of a broiler raised on the place,
and fears that he may never visit Here the tide of travel was found somebody called 'out, “ There is a
his favorite fishing poind again. Each to be heavy.
The Messrs. Viles,
in the field.”
year he has kept a faithful record father and son, have had a full foxSure
enough Reynard was looking
of the number of trout taken, regis house the season through. But the about, but promptly disappeared whe
tering each fish with a little in trout supply has remained as good the shot gun barked.
The distance
strument made especially for this as ever, large catches being the rule was too great for the fine shot and
purpose.
rather than the exception.
the fox was not even pricked by
Dr. G. A. Lung, past assistant sur
the pellets.
geon, U. S. N. has had most excel
A Partridge Dinner.
“ We have fox hunting as well as
lent success fishing, as have
Mr.
bird and deer shooting, you
see,”
and Mrs. Low- of New York.
Mr.
Before the Maine Woods represen remarked Mr. Champagne.
Low is a nephew of Seth Low of tatives left the Dead River region
The rest of the trip was
made
New York.
they learned that a “ partridge din without anything of special interest
General E. S. Boss, head of the ner” was served the guests Tuesday happening, Phillips beng reached at
the about 6 p. m.
American Thread company of WiP ■when birds were brought to
The
limantic, Conn., is one of the satis table in ail sorts of styles.
fied guests, as are Mr. and
Mrs. region about Tim is ideal for bird
Many ducks have
also
Charles Brooks of Naugatuck, Conn. hunting.
It was estimated that
Mr. Brooks is interested in the Good been shot.
‘■he guests at T.m got 35 birds at
Year Rubber Co. of that place.
the opening of the season.
From Tim the trail led back to
Visited Tim Since 1887.
Stratton, where the night was spent
farm
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Thompson, and 'thence to Alder Stream
FITTED SPRUCE
have been here for some time. Mr. where the Great Northern paper
Thompson has been a guest at the operates and thence to Round Mt.
CLAPBOARDS
camps each summer since 1887. He Lake, Dion Blackwell, proprietor.
On the way to Alder stream farm
holds a responsible position with the
(Special to Alaine Woods).
Amoskeag Mfg. Co., of Manchester, the first hunting of the season was
Hotel
Blanchard, Stratton, Sept. 19
accomplished.
Hardly had the start
N. H.
"
-Here, is one day’s register at the
at
C. P. Hamilton, private secretary been made from Eustis before a fox
but it Geo. B. Bearce & Son’s Mill
of Mr. Coffin of the General Elec* was seen, in the distance,
tjntc Co., New York, has had the best disappeared before a shot could be
Madrid, Me.
made.
of luck with rod and reel.
It was not long, however, before
One of the parties from Newton,
$52.00 per M
stump, Extra
Mass., consists of Mr. and Mrs. C. ! partridge were seen on a.
50.00 “ \
J. Tingley and Dr. and Mrs. Charles! making that peculiar, nerve trying Clear
48.00 “ “
E. Cummings.
They have been herei “ twittering” that signals an impend 2nd Clear
—30.00 “ “
There was a .quick shot Ex No. 1
for some time and have had a j ing flight.
It has no equal,land chemists
from the Winchester repeater car Clear and 2nd Clear short cuts bunched have been unable to determine
thoroughly delightful vacation.
together,
3’
and
2’
bdls.,
at
$40.00
per
M.
ried
by
“
Correspondent”
Brackett
F. S. Brick and family from Wip i
; what its beneficial properties
Freight paid to delivery points.
limantic, Conn., have been at Tim j and the plump young bird Jj.it the
Iare —that is Nature’s secret,
Others flushed and there we e
Pond for a long time.
The Bemmet i dust.
To Let
party has been here for some weeks. other shots, but no fatalities in the I
i Its sales reach to nearly
Good Logging job on the North end of
The members of this party are from ; partridge family were reported.
every part of the world.
■South Framingham, Mass.
There! After proceeding along the road j No. 6. For particulars enquire of Frank
for a short distance another flock j Wheeler, Bearce & Sons’ mill, Madrid,
are four in the party.
Here j Me., or Gf o. B. Bearce & Sort, Lewiston, | Poland Water never
Thei Haven party of four,
from ; of birds was encountered.
got in j Maine.
Boston, are at an outlying camp. \“ Correspondent” Atkinson
changes.
They are enjoying life thoroughly.
1his work, securing two birds, one
Two prominent bankers at
the i on the ground and the other -from
Send for Illustrated
camps are Mr, Osberg of
Kidder,! the limb of a tree.
Peabody & Co., Boston, and
Mr. j Still further up the road another ! Hildebrandt Baits
^f Al
B ook let
Weeks of Hornblower <& Weeks of;
also got one on the return
trip ] .Made in nickel, copper, brass
thei same city.
-c t
|
at j(and gold. For any kind of jft& r
Harold Viles of the firm of Julian from Round Alt. and another
]
(fishing and all kinds of fish, ' “ s
C
Spring
Farm.
Viles & Son plans to spend, with
! [SEN D FOR C A T A L O G U E
^
Mrs. Viles, two months in thri south i
'showing our full line of sportsMany Guests at Round Mt.
this winter.

"“ • ■ © ■ K P S ?

Bird and Duck Shooting Excellent

MANY ARRIVALS AT
HOTEL BLANCHARD

F or Sale

Hotel Blanchard: Airs. W. H. Loom
is, Roscoe Tufts, Gen. Taylor, W.,
D. Page, H. O. Libby,
P.
Butts,
Kingfield; Air. and Airs.
R. __T
Traiser, Alaster R. H. Traiser,
T.
L. Connors, Boston; H. R. AlcKenney, Kingfield; A. Richards, T. E.
Dodge, Strong;
Charles Daggett.
Fred Daggett, Dead River; Mr. and
Airs. Anson Oakes, Rangeley;
Roy
Atkinson, J. Scott Brackett, Phillips;
T. H. Davis, AI. D., Lyndenville, Vt.;
W. C. Tillotson, George B. Hammond,
Rockville; Lil Douglas, Dr. F.
S.
Savage, Rumford; Raymond Savage*
Berry Mjlls; Air. and Mrs. R. G.
Fickett, Miss Fickett, O. F. Morris,
Portland; O. Sandow, W. Laccue,
Rangeley; Airs. Wennie Lufkin, Madrid.
Maine Woods, the only newspaperof its kind in the world.

Poland Water Leads

HIRAM RICKER

j linen’s specialties.

At Round Alt. many guests

were

IT PAYS TO A D V E R T IS E IN M A IN E enjoying the good fishing and in
vigorating air at an elevation of 2,W OODS. LOW A D V E R T IS IN G
300 feet above the sea level.
Air.
RA TES.

THE
PJOHNJ. HILDEBRANDT CO.
| |Dept. 28. Logansport, Ind

w *

South Rolan'’

f,

118f

£ SO*

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, SELT. 19,
..... - -------

CLASSIFIED

WANTED—Horfis and scalps—stat
price and size in first letter.
F.
Warrimont, 202 Leonard St., Brook
lyn, N. Y.

On*

ce n t a w o rd In advance. No headt in * or oth er d isplay. Subjects In a. b.
«. order.
FOR

SALE.

WANTED—Table girl.
Must be
itrictly neat and clean. Apply to
Stoddard House, Farmington, Maine.

■—......-

1912,

_. "".1

MANY BIRDS SHOT
NEAR LAKE HOUSE

THESE SIX LETTERS
From New England Women

Broiled Partridge is Now a Popular

P rove t h a t L yd ia E . P in k h a m ’ s V e g e ta b le C o m WANTED'—Oct. 1st—Men and women
Dish—Hotel to Close Oct 1.
FOR SALE—at Lake Onawa Camps to pick apples. Georgine V. Wilbur,
pound Does R estore th e H e a lth of A ilin g W o m e n .
«nd cottages, prices $1500 to $10,000.
Boston, Mass.—“ I was passing through the Change of Life and suffered
from hemorrhages (sometimes lasting for weeks), and could get nothing to
Camp lots, $200 per acre. Onawa is
~
____ ________
(Special to Maine Woods).
check them. I began taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
railed the Switzerland of America.)
Rangeley Lake House, Sept. 18.
(tablet form) on Tuesday, and the following Saturday morning the hem
There are now quite a number of j orrhages
Address E. F. Drew, Onawa, Me.
T 0 LET
faithful fishermen who daily lunch | gaining. stopped. I have taken them regularly ever since and am steadily
on the shore and for hours whip the
“ I certainly think that every one who is troubled as I was should give
FOR SALE—Or rent tour room log 1T 0 LET A Tleasaiu cottago
at water after the trout and "salmon
your Compound Tablets a faithful trial, and they will find relief.”—Mrs.
camp situated on south side
of i E i!£ Tooms on 8 h o r e o t I o n * l a k e n e a r that have been hiding in deep water,
G eorge J u b y , 802 Fifth Street, South B o s to n , M ass.
Rangeley lake. For particulars
ad- i
' a y «M>renien,t and coin- but are now coming to take notice
dress John R. Pillsbury, Rangeley. |
tarnished Write for partic- of the sunlight and seem aware the
L e tte r fro m M r s . Julia K in g , Phoenix, R.I.
ulars
to Mrs. C. A. Spaulding, Maine law will soon protect them
M^aine.
a
Phoenix, R.I.—“ I worked steady in the mill from the time I was 12 years
as there are but a few more days
Belgrade Lakes, Maine.
old until I had been married a year, and I think that caused my bad feel
of fishing.
ings. I had soreness in my side near my left hip that went around to my
Miss M. II. Judd of Boston arriv
FOR SALE—The unusually staunch: During September, October
and ed yesterday to spend a few days
back, and sometimes I would have to lie in bed for two or three days. I
and able steam yacht, “ Wa-Wa’’ of November,
this season we
will with her New York friends, Mr. and
was not able to do my housework.
“ Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has helped me wonderfully in
about 22 H. P. The U. S. Govern- ' take eight or 10 men only, guests, Mrs. Chasi F. Pope.
every way. You may use my letter for the good of others. I am only too
and
me>nt inspection of 1911 showed her who want to bunt birds, big
glad to do anything within my power to recommend your medicine.”—Mrs.
small game, at the Bodfish
Valley
Homeward Bound.
he in first class condition. May |Farm. Our place is situated
J u l ia K in g , Box 282, Phoenix. R.I.
at
be inspected at Camp Bellevue, U p -; the head of Lake Onawa in the
Mrs. John B. Keeland of Morris
L e tte r fro m M r s . E t t a D o n o v a n ,W illim a n tic , C onn.
per Dam, Maine. Price will
be j Bodfish Valley, between Boarsterre town, N. J. and friend, Miss M. A.
Willimantic, Conn.—“ For five years I suffered untold agony from female
reasonable to a quick purchaser. Ap- j and Barren Mountains. No neighbors i Currier, of Newark, N. J., who have,
than five miles—an ideal been here for several days, start*!/
troubles causing backache, irregularities, dizziness, and nervous prostra
ply to Dr. Norton Downs Fordhooke nearer
place to hunt—good game country—
tion. It was impossible for me to walk up stairs without stopping on the
Farm, Three Tuns, Pa.
Or Archer 1Deer, moose and partridge close to homeward via Chain of Lakes and
way. I was all run down in every way.
Balsams, Monday, and R. L. BarsD . Poor, at camp.
the house, seen every day. Address. itow and daughter, Miss A. R. Bars“ I tried three doctors and each told me something different. I received
E. F. Drew, Onawa. Maine.
no benefit from any of them but seemed to suffer more. The last doctor
tow, of Boston, returned home the
said it was no use for me to take anything as nothing would restore me to
same route today.
FOR
SALE
CHEAP—Piano
and
health again. So I began taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
The
lakes,
mountains
and
brilliant
DOGS.
household goods. Herbert Goldsmith,
to see what it would do, and by taking seven bottles of the Compound and
ly autumn painted forests add much
other treatment you advised, I am restored to my natural health.”—Mrs.
Phillips, Maine.
to the beauty and charm of a trip
E t t a D onovan , 762 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.
HUNTERS—This
fall, on
that through the Rangeleys at this sea
FOR SALE—Must go for cash. Kim bear track you will wish for a dog. son.
L e tte r fro m M r s . W in fie ld D a n a , A u g u s ta , M e.
Dr. and Mrs. T. L. Saunders of
ball piano player and music, excell I have dogs I will warrant to hunt
Augusta, Me.—“ Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has cured the
a
ent condition, cost $250. Savage i oear, cats or lynx. The best strains New York came this week for
backache, headache, and the bad pain I had in my right side, and I am
rifle, 32-40, takedown, sling, Lyman of hunting Airedales, Blood hound j ten days’ stay.
perfectly well.”—Mrs. W in f ie l d D a n a , R.F.D. No. 2, Augusta, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Hutchins, Rear
peep sight, new, cost $26. Winches
ter self-loader, .35 caliber rifle, and terriers cross hound and bull Admiral and Mrs. H. G. C. Colby of
L e tte r from M r s . J . A. T h o m p s o n , N e w p o r t, V t.
Also
youngsters Boston, coming by automobile, ar
practically new, cost $21. Game Get- terrier cross.
ler, 22-44 calibers, 18 inch,
peep just right to train/ Thayer, Cherry- rived Sunday and Monday and were
Newport, Vt.—“ I thank you for the great benefit Lydia E. Pinkham’s
joined by Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton
Bight, holster, new, cost $20, has $3 field, Maine.
Vegetable Compound has done me. I took eight bottles and it did wonders
Perkins and Mrs. Thomas
Allen,
extra ammunition.
Ithaca double
for me, as I was a nervous wreck when I began taking it. I shall always
who
also
motored
from
Boston.
speak a good word for it to my friends.”—Mrs. J ohn A. T hompson, B ox 3,
hammerless, Grade V/2 , sells $30 net
This is a delightful party who an
Newport Center, Vermont.
to be made to order. Winchester 22 SPORTING AIRDALES— Registered,
game,
thoroughbreds.
Climax
Ken
nually
spends
part
of
September
at
model 1906 peep, globe and folding
this ''hotel.
near sights,
cost $13.50. Write. nels, Butler, N. J.
L e tte r fro m M iss G race D odds, B e th le h e m , N .H .
Make offers. C. L. Chamberlin, Osseo
Bethlehem, N.H.—“ By working very hard, sweeping carpets, washing,
10,000
FERRETS
FOR
SALE.
Write
j
A Glad W elcome.
Michigan,
,
ironing, lifting heavy baskets of clothes, etc., I got all run down. I was
for price list and catalog, it’s free.
sick in bed every month.
FOR SALE— 90 acres land with set DeKleine Bros.,
Jamestown, Mich. - Everyone had a glad welcome for
“ This last Spring my mother got Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
Thomas K. Bauchle J-r., for since
pound for me, and already I feel like another girl. I am regular and do
*f buildings situated in Phillips Box 69.
“ Harry” who when but a lad came
not have the pains that I did, and do not have to go to bed. I will tell all
Will eeli buildings and what land
to this hotel for vacation days, he
m y friends what the Compound is doing for me.”—Miss Gb acik B. Dodds,
COON
HOUNDS—Fred
Little,
Plainanyone wants. 30 acre3 timberland-;
has always added much to the pleas
Box 133, Bethlehem, N.H.
field,
Ind.,
offers
a
few
thoroughly
ure of others and made many friends.
fine view; excellent water; good
trained coon hounds on 15 days trial. Mr. Bauchle will remain with his
For 3 0 years Lydia E. Pinkham’ s Vegetable
orchard; situated between two rivers Young stock correctly bred fo<r all
Compound has been the standard remedy for fe
mother, who came early in the sea
which come together in this place; game that trees.
Stamp for circu son, until the hotel closes.
male ills. No one sick with woman’s ailments
excellent summer home. Apply to lar.
does justice to herself who will not try this fa
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stewart
of
mous medicine, made from roots and herbs, it
George G. Batchelder, Phillips, Me. FOR SALEi—Good as the best. Three Hartford, Conn., and friends, Mr. and
has restored so many suffering women to health.
Mrs. E. P. Barber, of Rockville, Ct.,
FOR SALE—23 foot gasoline launch male long eared Fox and Coon hound are among the new comers to spend
( M B ^ W r i t e to LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.
fully equipped, nearly new.
A. W. pups, old enough to hunt this win -1 the. last two weeks of the season
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
English, Wyocena, Wisconsin.
ter.
$5.00 each.
Edward Bridges, j here.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
David
Magie,
Jr.,
of
East
Orange,
by a woman and held in strict confidence.
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating ma Gowanda, New York
N. J . , and friend, Weld Arnold, of
chine.
I*n first class condition. In /OR SALE—Two good fox hounds, Nutley, N. J., after a delightful stay
quire a* Maine Woods office.
has returned to spend the remaind
of several weeks, have departed.
hree years old.
One coon bound,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Kendall and ers of the season with his wife and
FOR SALE—30-30 Takedown Savage, ne pup seven months old.
Will
came from Portland by auto/ daughter.
A1 condition inside and out. Price, ell cheap.
NY0LENE children
Vel Baijey, St. Francis
mobile on Saturday.
Mrs. Kendall j Prof. Neher, Princeton college, has
$12.50. Edward Davis, Stoddard, N. H, 1lle, Mo.
and children will remain with her j closed his cottage for the season
SMOTHERS
parents, Mr, and Mrs. John B. Marble and with his family registered here
FOR SALE—Village stand, on the
for a short stay before they left for
for several weeks.
RUST
easterly side of Sandy river
in
home Friday.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Came From Quebec.
SOOTHES
Phillips lower village. Inquire of J.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Barnard, Mr.
Blaine Morrison.
Mrs. Y. Y. Goff and friend, Mrs. and Mrs. M. H. Coggswell of New
PAIN
SCIENTIFIC TAXIDERMY according!
Ellis, of Washington, D. C. who are York, left here, in their touring car
FOR SALE!—Bay mare 7 years old. to new methods recently adopted by i
Anglers, H unters,
touring the country in their automo for Bretton Woods this week.
Sound.
Weight 1,125 lbs.
Andrew the leading Museums of the wrorld
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Anning
of
bile, and have been spending sev
“
Hikers,”
M
o
to
r
M. Sawyer, Salem, Maine.
gives results formerly impossible to j
eral weeks in Canada, reached here Chicago, 111., were .this week joined
obtain.
We believe the results we ‘
ists,
Y achtsmen,
from Quebec this week and
re by Mrs. H. Chanron, Henry Chanron,
are obtaining by use of these meth- |
F. O. and John Magee, who came
WANTED.
ported
the
roads
in
good
shape.
Cyclists, .A H O u t
ods are unequalled by any other
ThenW P roduct
Last Saturday evening Mrs. Chas. from Chicago in their touring car
oftM
e
commercial taxidermists.
Write for
F. Pope of New York gave a delight and have greatly enjoyed their trip
Wi FNvb Rehnesv- door M e n .
WANTED—Young man to work on our illustrated catalogue M. 19.
ful bridge party in the sun parlor. through the east.The G re a te s t Discovery
Y
O
U
want
Mr. and Mrs. E. Qsterholt
and
Tver Made fo r Preventing
market garden farm, who
is
a Ward’ s Natural Science Establish
Beautiful prizes were given, re
Rust o n F I R E A R M S
ment, Rochester, N. Y.
freshments were served and a most daughter. Miss Marie, who have
Stoves, C u tle r y . Tools
good milker.
Steady job for three
been here for the season, left for
an d all B r i g h t M etals
pleasant evening enjoyed.
months to right oa itj. Herman Cor HEARST’S MAGAZINE is the best
Poland Springs Tuesday
and they
A P erfect L u b r
ilo r
The
Grieg
Trio
ot
Worcester,
Mass,
It adds years to the
of the review publications. It gives
for B a ll B e a r i r . g s On
bett, Farmington, Me.
■took with them the good wishes of
life
of
gruns
and
tackle,
who.
have
furnished
the
music
for
Boycies an d Motorcycles
a complete review of the important
Mrs. Osterholt is a most
the hotel this season, closed their all.
JJeBesl Article Ever is clean and of great
the world
charming lady, who is always adding
WANTED—A young man, Bingl® per- happenings throughout
value as a healing,
season, and returned home Monday.
Offered for
during
the
1 month, covering science,
and a
spo rttsm bK
cooling salve for brui
Mrs. Townsend Rushmore and Miss to the hapiness of others
f«rred, as partner.
Take half inter
invention, philosophy, biography, in
Mary Rushmore of Plainfield, N. J., host of friends hope to welcome the
iGENERAPHOUSEHOJI1 ses, strains, sunburns
mit in a store in the Maine woods. surance, finance, politics, commerce,
family at the Rangeleys early next
and insect bites.
were here for the week end.
buce
Store supplies, fancy groceries, su,p- etc. In addition, it contains the
season.
I WSr.T.NYE.
A BIG TUBE
Month
In
Katahdin
Region.
?
N
e
w
B
edford,
M
a
ssMessrs. F. B. and Geo. W. Rogers
pllea for cottagers and campers, furit cream of the fiction field, drawing
25c
Carl H. Lebkecher of Newark, N. of New York registered here this
and confectionery, Indian novelties, its material from such men as Win
ston Churchill, Hall Caine,
George
EVERYWHERE
J-, after a month in the Karahdin re week on their return from Kenne*
mounted heads and souvenirs. Post- Randolph Chester, and many others.
gion,
has returned for the remainder bago.
•ffice and public telephone; only It is now publishing “ The Autobio
Wm F. NYE,
of the season here and each day
Some Automobile Parties.
•tore in the place.
Man must he graphy of Admiral Dewey.” Its illus
spends most of the time casting the
New (Bedford, Mass
The
following automobile parties
trations
are
by
Howard
Chandler
itrictly temperate and be able to
fly on Rangeley lake.
Mr.
LebM ’f’ r., of NYOIL
Mrs.
kecher is an expert fly fisherman were here for the week end;
invest not less than $2,000.
Ad Christy, Chas. Dana Gibson, James
Geo. R. Harris, Miss Harris of Bos
Montgomery
Flagg,
with
covers
by
and
this
week
has
recorded
three,
dress D. F. E., Maine Woods office,
of
Max field Parrish. HEARST’S MAGA
salmon weighing 3V2, 3% and 1 lbs. ton and friend, Miss Heinisch,
for further information.
Newark, N. J.
each.
Loring Haley, guide.
ZINE is the coming star of
the
STEAM BO AT S E R V IC E .
Coming from the White Mountains
F. W. Emery, the Boston angler,
publishing field, and it has already
WANTED—Highest prices paid for attained a larger circulation than any
has added two more salmon to his Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Davis, Mr. and
On and after Monday, June 24, list.
They weighed 4% and 5% Mrs. Saul H. Bullock of providence,
live ufniimjured mink, fisher, martin, other similar magzine.
1012 boat* will leave Rangeley for lb.s each.
and the following party from PlainVid Hinkley guide.
and otter, for breeding purposes.
field, N. J., who were on their way
BERNHEIMER BROS., of Baltimore, South Rangeley, Portland, Boston
Nelson Waldron, Tyne Valley, Prince Want to buy a liv-e bear cub. The and New York at 5:50 A. M.,
to Quebec, Geo. H. Burges,
Mr.
and
James E. Reynolds of East Orange,
Edward Island.
younger it ds, the better we’ll like 11:50 A. M. week days and 2:20 P. N. J. has this week been joined by and Mrs. J. B. Yerkes and daugh
ter, Miss A na Scott Y rkes.
it.
Address Mr. Wolf, care of Bern- M. on Sundays.
P. E. P r :b re y <?f Bos.on Is here
Boats will leave Rangeley for Mt. his old friends, Judge George Sills,
WANTED—Bright boy to learn the heimer Bros., Baltimore, Md., stat
and
Capt.
John
H.
Palmer
of
the
for a we: 1Y s sojourn.
View, Rangeley Outlet and all points
printer's trade.
Good chance for ing age arid price.
Mrs. Eugene Atwood of Stpnirgton,
on the lower Rangeley Lakes at same city and not a happier trio of
fishermen with Ed Hoa,i and
l
advancement for the right one. Ap
TRAPpERS^-Who wish to improve 8:00 A. M., and 2:40 P. M., week Lamb for guide fish this lake, v e Conn., who has been at her home
ply at the Maine Woods office.
for several .-reeks, r'gs.terfd here
P.
their catch should send send for iny days and 9:00 A. M., and 2:20
Captain is now “ high line” with a Saturday cn her way to Forestholme,
j formula for making scent which
is M., Sundays.
5%-lb.
salmon,
but
fishing
is
w
lrt
FOXES—Wanted a litter of wild live j good for all land animals. Send
Boats will arrive at Rangeley from counts with this happy company, who j their 1 0 u- If- : hon o 11 the wilder*
nc
n the shop- of Kenr. abn 50
*">ung foxes; Black silver or cross. money-and I will send you the for New York, Portland and
ness
South
the life out of doors more than lake.
at
1.15 P. M,. and love
color and full particu- mula. Make your own scent tuse it Rangeley
the fish caught.
Day after da thr y ! Mr. •
Mrs Gee E. Hite, Robert
qpd ex j during the coming trapping season 6:45 P. M., on week days and 12:25 have their guides cook a shore din and Ch2nd /.a
•y a New York regand when you are satisfied that it noon on Sundays.
ner and return with happy f - res at Ister. .1 bore -,a urd > on 'hew way
•-Ham- jI is
Boats will arrive from all points on night that, tell of the day’s .ydoos-uvs
no fake then send me a me
rio. |dollar bill. Thos.
L. Elliott,
The the lower Rangeley Lakes, Range- more plainly than the fish they land. 0 join til A IVI ory .>a:;ty at Kennebago.
Copper River Trapper, Copper City. ley Outlet and Mt. View at 10:50 A.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. War dwell and
Mr. and Mi:z J. r olby Bassett of
M. and 5:50 P. M. on week days and Miss. Emily Hitchcock of Camden are
1British Columbia, Canada.
v. L. I. VS34 t: of A-ugus1
____________________________________ ; 12:25 noon and 5:50 P. M. on Sun- enjoying a -week's sojourn at this dost' )
ta an d Da na P. Sr. ?. 1 of Portland,
|days.
hotel.
TO A D V E R T IS E IN M A IN E
came from the vVhit Mountains ar.d
The above time-table shows time
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. F. Allen and
'■ LO W A D V E R T IS IN G
; boats may he expected ,to arrive at Wm. , F. Allen, Jr., of Philadelphia, spent ;Sunday hare.
1 o=»ATES.
and depart from the several points, who are touring Maine in their
’ Cu.
From Salt: Lake City.
j but is not guaranteed, and is sub- car, are passing the week here.
; jeot to change and corrections with
It is a long trip by automobile
out notice.
W ith W ife and Daughter.
across the country from Salt Lake
H. H. F IE L D ,
“ lubbers
(Continued on page eight.)
Winter
President & General Manager.
Geo. G. Schaefer of New
York
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MANY FURS ARE
LAKESIDE HOUSE A PRIZES GIVEN BY
SHIPPED ABROAD!
CENTRAL POINT
LADY GUESTS

Are you sensitive about taking
home as big a string of birds as
any in your party? Are you
concerned about the number of
clays you smash at the traps?
Shoot a Fox.

$725,000 Worth Sent from Edmon* Proprietor Davis Enjoys a Few Ball Team Victorious—Game Seen
ton, Alta., to London, Paris,
in Abundance and a Menu of
Days at Camp with Friends—
St. Petersburg, New
Broiled Partridge Eager
Ladies Enjoying Carriage
York and Boston.
ly Looked for.
Drive.

No matter who sits in the boat
or tramps the woods or fields
beside you. he’ll carry no better
gun than your Fox. You’re in
good company when you carry a

Seven hundred and
twenty-five
thousand dollars is the value of the
furs brought, to Edmonton from the
north country and transhipped todav to London, Paris St. Petersburg,
New York and Boston. The Hudson’s
Bav heads the list
with $375,000
worth of fur, Revil Ion Brothers have
i $150,000, the Northern Trading com
pany reports $100,000 and independ
ent fur traders make up Lie balance,
j Tire skins are of ithe highest .quality
j and are .in the best of condition.

Upper Dam, Sept. 10.—For
fish
(Special to Maine Woods).
news from the pool read Fly
Rod’s
Lakeside
House,
Lakeside,
N.
H.,
Protection
Sept. 14.—One would not think the note book.
Certificate.
Evervbod
is Republican
this
season was about closed by the num
The returns have corns
ber of guests now here, and
the morning.
automobile parties the last few days over the wire, but there is more in*
have been improving
the pleasant teres4- in the fishing in the pool
weather, as the roads are now in than over “ who is to be the next
Governor of ”aine.”
a much better condition.
“ T h e F i n e s t G u n in t h e W o r l d .”
This is a central point for those
Social ljfe has been gay here re
It would surprise you to see how every operation in its construction
coming and going to and from
the cently.
Mrs. John S. Doane
of
is safe-guarded by constant inspection and re-inspection; how every gun
Dixville Notch, also the Grafton Boston gave
a delightful
card
must measure up to our inflexible standard before it passes to our dealers.
Noteli, and Bethel, while they cross pai'-v at her camp Monday.
Silver Fox Skins
T a g Protection —Tied to each Gun is a certificate written in ink by
the country via Rumford or Poland
our tester, recording how that particular gun acted. That gun will do
The orizes were beautiful hand
,v There are several silver £ox skins, Springs for Rangeley.
for you exactly as stated. We guarantee it. Handle a Fox at your
made articles. Mr. and Mrs. Doane,
each valued at om $1,250 to $1,500,
dealers. Test its shooting qualities. If your dealer has none—write us.
Coming across the chain of lakes,
Catalog free.
from the Umbagog last of all, is _one of who came in June return home this
and others ranging in value
fox the most delightful trips in New week, all wish them a happy winter
. $500 to $1,000. The catch of
A . H. FO X GUN CO., 4 6 7 8 North 18th St., Philadelphia
and will gladly welcome them back
furs was larger than In former England.
when June comes.
_________________________ ____
years. The other skins are
marThe following party in their big
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Fair and daugh
'
j ten, mink, beaver, fox, bear, deer of Thomas car arrived last evening
ter, Miss Beatrice Fair of Havana,
Uition eight >ears and knows the , various kinds and muskrat.
Most from Berlin, N. H.;
Messrs. Geo.!
Indians intimately. The Chippewy^ns, of the furs are from the country H. Parks, A. H. White, T. Laqure Cuba, who have spent several sea
vdh whom he
does the greater and east of Slave lake and the Mack- and Allen Curtis of Glen Falls, N. j sons here were welcomed on Sunday
and occupy one of the camps until
amount of trading for the Hudson’s i enzie river, and from the
Peace Y.
October.
The next day Mrs. Fair
Bay company, he says are the best River district and the northern port-! Capt. A. E. Rowell of Berlin,
N.
Indians in the north. The men are \ions of the provinces of Alberta and H., who for many years has been at went down to the pool and cast the
fly reeling in a record fish.
the lakes is here with a crew
of
American Explorer, Who Has Been large and vigorous. They are reg -1 British Columbia.
ular church-goers, being in attendanc
Indians are the principal hunters at men for the Berlin. Mills company,
John T. Way of Westfield, Mass.,
at the mission every Sunday, and I the northerly posts of the trading putting all their boats in order,' who in the past has distinguished
in Silent North Three Years,
their lives are well regulated and companies, although a number
of painting the big tow boats red, and himself as a fly fisherman’ arrived
Has Reached Trenton
happy.
j white men are engaged in the busi- from here goes through the lakes this week for the remainder of the
month,
On the other hand, the Dog
Rib |U6SS Tbe average catch, for an ex- repairing all the companies boats.
River.
Indians living east of Fort Resolu- j Perieneed trapper is valued at from
Mrs. Walter H. Sawyer and sister,
Frank Barker of Chicago, 111., who
tion, do no more work than is nec- i $LO00 to $2,000 a season, though at has been touring the Rangeley
is Mrs. B„ M. Weeden of Auburn re
Edmonton, Alta., Sept. 11.—“ Harry ess ary to keep them alive.
They! times, the hunter earns from two spending several weeks here,
and turned home this week. On Tuesday
Radford, the American explorer, w ho! dress in skins of wild animals and [ to three times that amount by taking later plans to take a canoe
and in honor of Mrs. E-. F. Van Du&en of
left Edmonton for the silent north : their mode of life is as primitive as Isilver foxes which are not only hunting trip through the Allegash.
New York they gave a party at their
country three years ago reached j that of the tribe c* 200 years ago. j r a r e but als°! difficult to lure
to
The two cottages connected with canxp in which the artistic ability o*
Trenton river last winter and has They are small, undersized people
baited traps,
this hotel have been occupied
all the ladies was tested and great fun
been hunting there this summer, and it is only a matter of a few
.
summer. At present one is taken was enjoyed for an hour; refresh
News of his
arrival at the bay,! years when they will be extinct.
by Mr. and Mrs. Percy Roth and Mr. ments were served.
across the barren lands, reached our; Transportation facilities are limit-1 Tlle Chipewyan Indian, who
are and Mrs. F. I. Stephens of HighMrs.. F. H. Baker of New York gave
post before I started on the journey edj bbe river above Fort McHurray!tbe chief hunters for the Hudson’s wood Park, N. J., who are touring th i a card party and the surprise came
southward."
being impassable.
The Athabasca BaT company, made their largest; country in their auto.
with the refreshments when in out
J\ Harding, factor for the Hudson’s river between Fort McMurray and catches in the Great Slave lake dis-; Three ladies driving their own door style each was furnished with
Bay Trading company at Fort Reso- Fort Smith, a, distance of 287 miles, triet, where’ the country is as wild horse are having a fine trip over a wooden basket, containing a tin.
lution, on Great Slave lake, brought , is unobstructed and navigable
by and undeveloped as Nature left it the country. Misses J-. F. Cavanagh,; cup and plate, sandwiches, dough
There is a fascina Alice Calhoun, and I. E. Shra of nuts, pie, cheese, etc., and a huge
this message to Edmonton and
re-1 steam-boats. There are several stea- centuries ago.
the
quested itihat it be communicated ,to oxers on Slave Lake. The Hudson’s tion about the remote north, which Littleton. N. H., who drove through coffee pot was boiling over
newspapers in the United States and Bay company operates a regular line. insidiously works its way into the the mountains and Dixville Notch. camp fire each one helping them •
via Bethel sc* ves making a merry feast.
Canada to dispel rumors that Radford The Northern Navigation company blood, and as a result the white men, They plan to return
runs a number of boats across the wbo baVe lived there two or three after remaining here a few days.
had perished.
A tennis court has been made on
It seems strange to think one of the green in front of the camp and
j seasons, find it difficult to leave
lake and on the Slave river.
Radford Alive and W ell.
' and live in restricted
civilization the Rangeley lakes is on the regu the lovers of the game are practic
“ Radford started eastward
from
Soil Sandy and Lig h t
lar stage route from Bethel,
but ing for a tournament that comes off
I altogether.
Fort Resolution early last winter,”
(that the last o the week.
At the present time the residents Lakeside is, and many come
Mr Harding added, “going toward;
rhe '‘oil in the vicinity of Fort |of the far north travel about in ca r' route, but one should never fail
to
The bai1 team that went to Middle
the bay across the vast barren waste.; Resolution ig not suitable foi agn ! roles, or dog trains. There are some take the trip through the chain of
Da^ came back shouting for LTpper
For months we heard nothing of him; u
Purposes, bein_, sandj anA horses and oxen in the country, but lakes, from the last, Umbagog,
to
and the folks at our post
were |
Mr- Harding said.
portions they are used for other purposes. the first, the Rangeley lake, which Dam until they were hoarse as .they
wo” the game.
of Trapping and fishing are the chief; is a most delightful day’s journey.
driven to the conclusion that the! are rc>cky and give indications
but
m'tn,eral
wealth.
The
natives
do
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Cunningham aud
explorer had lost his life,
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Moore and
occupations though at and near the
this was lifted by the arrival of f u r - ! aot raise vegetables, grain or U v«-jpogtaj SQuth o£ the Arctic circle, the family Hackensack, N. J ., have this daughter, Miss Nellie Cunningham,
c a t c h e r s , who saw Radford alive and; stock.
When they need food
theyj factora
grain, grasses and week reaturned home after a month; of Wash ngton, D. C., who have been
at
Trenton
river,
where
he
d»
the
lake
and
to
the
timbered,
vegetables.
in one of the cottages and will be here for a number of years came
well
; districts to catch fish and game.
|
_1
now making investigations.”
among the first to return another Thursday for the remainder of the
season.
Mr. Harding, who was accompani- “ It is difficult to obtain statistics W A N T S TO
K N O W R E A S O N F O R season.
J. W. Harper, the well known
ed on the trip from the far north 1as to .the cash a good trapper makes
CHANG E I N GAME L A W S .
Ed. F. Ha&sey and family of New
writer,
of Hartford, Conn.,
has
by his wife, said also that the im* in an average year,” Mr. Harding 1
---- :-----York coming by automobile spent the
joined the fishermen in the pool.
pression prevailed in many parts of added. “ The Indians will not give
Dayton, Ohio, Sept. 12, 1912.
month of August here.
is
When I took the census To the Editor of Maine Woods;
the U nited States and Canada that figures.
Two Boston ladies, Misses Harriet His mother Mrs. T. A. Harper,
In your last issue I saw an art- A. Darling, and Anna Darling were ■■ tb him for the remainder of the
the northern Indians
are
im provi last summer they refused to give
dent, ill-nourished
and
altogether any information whatever. There are icle in regard to a change in regu* here for a two months’ stay haring month.
Harold White, a grandson of Sen
! latoon as to the transportation
of returned this week. Mrs. Anna Cush
worthless is erroneous. The Ghippe- few white people dm the country.”
I game by non resident hunters. May ing of Brookline, Mass., and Wm. ator Wm. P. Frye who is here for
wyans, numerous in the Great Slave
Many W ild Buffaloes
j inquire the reason for the change? E. Hatch of New Bedford, Mass, are vacation days did himself honor by
lake district, are industrious and do
m ost of the trapping for the comp-1
Mr HavdiUg said there are m ore j And I presum e the com m issioners among the annual comers who have going to Lewiston to cast his vote
on Monday.
any.
He continued;
than, 350 wild buffaloes in the Slave; have one or ther wcmld not imI>ose spent .the summer here.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Hallowed
of
This week Proprietor E. H. Davis,
“ Many of their homes have sewmg Lake distldct< while
the animals an UIUust burden of this kind on us
Chestnut
Hill,
Mass.,
with
Hollis
women
are
ftt
liberty>
be
added)
tbey
arejaon
resident
hunters.
It
looks
to
who owns Forest Lodge on the five
machines with
which the
at liberty
added tbev
are ’ 11011 liesideilt
mile
carry spent a few days there Elliugwood, guide, are on. a camping
make clothing for their children. well
well protected
protected and there
and
1
isthere
e v e r yis! everyme as it’ the>’were tr-ving ’1° “ k*1
Some of them have talking machines |reaaftn to believe tbey wdu increase ! the §'oose that la-vs ttl'e Soldeu eggs.” with a party, and not only did >t>hey lrlD to Ric iardson pond.
Every camp is taken and parties
with records of recent songs
and |rapidly. There is ample forage
in j Wouldn’t it be better to encourage have good fishing, and saw deer, but
waiting
fer those that will be vacat
popular music. Usually the houses tb(? country. The Indians in the dis- Llle non resident hunters than
to also followed a, fresh moose track
ed this week.
are built of logs with shingle roofs, |trftct win not sb(K)t the buffalo> ^ ^ 1 drive them away by unjust legisla- for some distance.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L Atlee of Phila
Among those who registered here
and some of them have steel shingles | tbe ed,ict hag gone forth that
the ! tk>ndelphia, who have been here a mouth.
recently
are
Mr.
and
Mi's.
Oliver
to keep out the rain. The houses an.im,al i(Sprotected by law,
and
We do not object t0 having our
H a. od Mrs. Arthur B. Calkins
f
are lighted with oil lamps.”
they will not guide any one to
the gameinspected if it is done at. the Derr, Wilkes Barre, Penn.; Mr. and
1New London, Conn., E.
Mithoff
Mrs.
Wm.
A.
Kneeland,
Boston;
E.
wallows nor permit big game hunters eiXPleS,s oft ice from where we ship
Knows Indians W ell
Columbus, Ohio
are
A. Morgan, Jr. Chicago; Mr.
and Nicholas
The factor has been at Fort Reso- to go after heads and hides. The our game> but We do object to be- Mrs. Edward F. Hassev
among those who have returned home
Rutland,
Indians know more about the herds ing compelled to follow it across
this week.
than any other persons in the dis- the staT'e of Maine aad be dela>'ed Vt.j Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Marks, Ber
Mrs. r. H. Baker of New
York
Chandler,
trict, but they will not give any from five to twenty-four hours on lin, N. H.; Chas. Van
|chartered a boat and gave the chil
Washington,
D.
C.;
Miss
E.
Welsh,
our
homew'ard
trip.
We
who
travel
information to any one.
from twelve to fourteen
hundred Miss M. Welsh, Kingston, Ont.; Mr. dren a harny day on the lake, the
If he d rinks, have a talk with him. Tell him
Sher first of the v. eek, takine' '**•**-'
to take three days off and undergo the treatment
mile® for an outing in the Maine and Mrs. Chas. B. Howard,
that will make a man of him and give him S elfT H E Y AR E A L L R IG H T .
and to Pleasan* T' 1*'
j Woods, and spend from one hundred brooke, Quebec; Mrs. Elwell
M astery once more. You know he must quit
drink or you will have to discharge h im , and
and fifty to two hundred dollars and party of Chicago, 111.; Mr. and Mrs. iooki1'
that is a hard thing for you both. Get a copy of
In a private note from Mr. A. D. most of it in Maine, feel as if we Geo. E. Foster, New York; Mr. and
our “ T hree D ays,” a business man’s true story.
Read
of Milford, Mass., lie writes; |were entitled to a little considera- Mrs. H. N. Baker, West Medford,
I t is fre e . Let us prove to you that the
“ I am at present at the camps of j tion.
We love the Maine woods Mass.
Guy Chad bourne, and they are all and her people, but the change in
right. ” Mr. Chad bourne’s camps are regulation—NO.
Read Maine Woods,
at Chase pond, Bingham.
Yours truly.
newspaper of its kinr1
can he overcome by the N E A I j 3 -D A Y
T R E A T M E N T . No hypodermics used. Results
S. W. Jenks.
absolutely certain. Call upon, address or phone
Maine Woods, with its national e i r - 1 ------------------------ —
T h e N e a l In stitu te, 6 5 Pleasant Avenu e,
culation, reaches
many trappers. IT P A Y S TO A D V E R T I S E IN M A I N E
P ortlan d , M e. T el. 4 2 1 6 .
Drug Habits Specially Treated which make it a valuable medium for
W O O D S. L O W A D V E R T lS E WEAR
with Great Success.
|fur advertising.
|
in g r a t e s .

Note the Tag

HARRY RADFORD
REPORTED SAFE

YOUR EMPLOYE

DRINK HABIT

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS,.
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VIEW HOUSE STILL ROAD TO SUNDAY
FILLED WITH GUESTS COVE ATTRACTIVE

joined by their daughter and husb New York, who have been here for
and, Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Doheman of ten days returned home by the way H u n te r ’s F a vo rite C loth in g
New York and Mrs. N. Bacon Camp of the White Mountains on Monday.
GU AR AN TEED PURE
bell of the same cdty.
This party
WOOL
Came
By
Auto
have for many years spent Sept
ember at Middle Dam, which they
Coming in two big touring cars the
think
“ the best place we have ever following party have been enjoying
Who Are Enjoying the
F ite WeH Known Lumberman Proves
Tried and Test
found to escape hay fever.”
life here for a week: Mr. and Mrs. ed by Hunters
and
conceded
Mr.
and
Mrs.
j.
Briggs
of
John
He
Is
a
True
Sportsman—
Weather and Changes in
H C. Merritt, Mr. and Mrs. a . T. the Greatest
Hunt
ston, R. I., were here Friday on Heben, H. C. Merritt, Jr., Miss Mer ers’ Clothing ever
made
Many Guests Still Here.
their return from the Balsams, re ritt of Pasadena, Cal., and
the Foliage.
their W e guarantee them
turning home via the lakes.
the best and most
friends, Mr. and Mrs, H. W. Blanch satisfactory
c o a ts,
A. J. Chase and daughter,
Miss ard, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Blanchard 1 pants, shirts, sweat
(Special
to
Maine
Woods).
(Special to Maine Woods).
ers and socks ever
Chase,
of Boston, who for ten of Portland.
worn by a hunter in
Lakewood Camps, Sept. 14.—Sept
Lake View House, Rangoey,
the cold rain and
days have been guests of Mr. and
Mr. Heben was much pleased with snow.
ember
half
gone.
There
are
now
Sept. 15.
Mrs. Harry Dutton at Metalluc lodge, his luck fishing for he caught his j Send for our Booklet
With the season nearly closed Lake 140 quests; and as the hunters have Umbagog lake, registered here this
G, showing samples
first salmon a 3 pounder, Charles of m a t e r i a l a n d
View House is still filled with guests jtakeu out th'eir b|rd licences lt ds week on their return home.
measurement blank.
Record was his guide.
enjoying the fine September
oir! expected theie will be bioiled tiout
Order a suit for this
Camp Comfort is where Messrs. D.
Frank Steward has been guiding j season.
^
g'a
n
d
partridge
served
Monday
night,
and observing the changes in
Do it now.
Malloy, Jas. Warren and Fred RoseE. W. Harrison, Jersey City, N. J .,; They make hunters
and no one would be surprised if
•color line of nature.
lin of Meriden, Conn., with
Bill
happy.
Keep them
who on Wednesday had the good warm and dry.
a baked duck was on the table.
Miss Ethel Brandt returned home
Laughlin, guide, are taking
com
luck to catch a pair of salmon any
The carry over to Sunday
cove fort for ten days.
Coats - - - to Boston Monday after spending
fisherman might well be proud
of. Pants - - - three delightful weeks in the Range- * now a wonderfully attractive place,
Mr. a.nd Mrs. Edward W. Jones of
- - They tipped the scales at 5 ^ -lbs and Sweaters
for the foliage is fast changing to Salem. Mass., are having a
Shirts, Heavy fine I 514-lbs.
Shirts, Light all the beautiful shades of yellow, outing.
Socks, Heavy Mr. Jones one afternoon
Dr. and Mrs. Jas. Devenny and
brown and scarlet.
Miss Melle Wallerstjen and Miss] Socks, Light I this week took a dozen trout on the
11 ;
child of Boston arrived Sept,
Manufactured by
Sophie Hoff o’f New York spent last j
for two weeks.
Dr. D e v e n n v was! Nearly everyone now takes long fly, the largest weighing 2 pounds,
along the road and report,
Joshua Merrill of Dedham, Mass., week here.
called home Sept. 14, leaving Mrs
Coming by automobile Mr. and Mrs j
“
Oh
w
re
met
a
deer
on
the
carry
who
came soon after the ice w olt
Devenny for the rest of their stay.
C. G. Freer and son, Prof. Ralph j Estab. 1830 W o o l r i c h , Pa.
Jas. J. Wesley and Alber* Wesley road’ ?
saw two or three * * * / out Iast «»■*>«. «» « « »
of >:*
and they are safe for two weeks j happy company at this delightful Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. J-. F. Mitch
of Long Island city recently spent
ell of Readfield were here for
the
longer to promanade the carry.
|place in the wilderness.
a few days at Lake View House.
Ralph Rich came m
in Wednesday
Judge R. A. Livingston and friend, week end.
tions of the State. Ajitoists return
George Davis returned to Portland
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Stuart
of
with
handsome 3% -lb. salmon, he the New York lawyer, Joseph Roura,
Sept. 5, after a three weeks’ vaca-j
ing from the Dead River region in
took .on the fly, and Friday a 6- who take long walks every day, have Montclair, N. J., spent ’ ast week in
hion, here..
Somerset county, report trouble on
pounder.
seen some 15 deer the last
ten camn >>ere.
G. w . Piinny of Jamaoia, L. I. left.
account
of the “ Horseback” road, in
days.
The
following
party
have
taken
M. L. Thurston, the well known
Sept 11 for Caribou where the w ill 1
Capt. E. F. Coburn took a trip to P o e t Lodge until the middle of the Highland plantation. The culvert in
lumberman of Bethe1 who is here
spend several days before returning
can -^n(lover and Bethel this week,
month; Dr. and Mrs. H. A. Gale and the “ sag” where the brook crosses
for several days, proved he
home.
this
Several parties of hunters are ex- child, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Kendall of thej road has been dammed by the
handle the fishing rods for
Mr. and Mrs. Ghas. J. O’Mally and morning he had great sport witb Pe°ted next week and as partridge, Winchester, Mass., and Capt. and persistent little animals, and the
three children, of Boston are here for a gamy 3*6-lb. salmon
highway flooded for a deptli of over
2 -lb. duck and deer are of;en seen, there Mrs. E. P. Gale of Exeter, N. H.
and
two weeks.
a foot. The work of the beaver at
trout in the quiet water below For is a prospect of good hunting this
New Yorkers Leave Camp
this particular point has troubled the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Proesens and est Lodge. Pete Brown was
his fall.
daughter, Mildred, of Newark, N. J., guide.
David Gerver and Henry Gottgeren county commissioners for years, and
started for home Monday after
a
Miss Susan W. Nice of Philadelphia
two well known New York lawyers, cost thousands of dollars. It does
few weeks’ stay.
on Thursday joined her sister, Miss
Dr. Leon Gans of Philadelphia and no good to remove tbe dam as the
their families, who have been here beavers replace it with another in a
Katherine Nice, and they plan to
for over two months enjoying log night. Old trappers insist that so
stav until the October days.
Mrs. pauline Rich of Boston, who
cabin life left for home Friday, all long as two members of he colony
of them planning to return another remain, they will not abandon a dam
came in June returned home today.
once located.
year.
(Special to Maine Woods).
Her son, Ralph , plans to remain

John Rich & Brothers

MANY DEPARTED
FORTY REMAIN

Th<> Barker Sept. 0.—During the
for the hunting season.
Wm. J. Collihan of New York came
Judge Aleck Boarman and party of t past week over 60 guests have start- Friday for his fifth trip this season
Now that the annual bunting sea
Louisiana dined here Friday en route ed homeward many of them who I to spend a few days with his wife son is on, it is probable that reports
for the Balsams and after makings came in June and plan to return an- and children, who for the summer of accidents due to carelessness in
the trip through the chain of lakes,, other vear.
j have occupied Pine Tree Camp. The handling firearms will soon be forth
they wondered why “ everybody does' There are still some 40 left,
but party return home on Sunday hav- coming, None have thus far been
not take this trap.”
several parties go home this week.
ing had a most enjoyable summer reported but a Hills Beach corres
pondent of the
Biddeford Journal
Mr. and Mrs. W, A, Hathaway and; -Xlr- and Mrs. G. F. Cushland
of here.
tells of a youngster who had a close
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Cooke of Provi.................
...
....
“
*
call, one day, last week.
He was
dence, R. I. have taken one of the!
out after sand pipers and while steal
log camps to remain until October.
ing upon a flock with his gun half
RUBBERS
Mr. and Mrs, W. C. Renwick of
W E A R ® };
This Winter
cocked in his hand he stepped into
Summit, N. Y., on Saturday
were;
The Aroostook Republican consoles a hole in the sand made by
the
itself in the belief that while life forks o f clam diggers and pitching
FAMOUS
in that county may have its draw forward, stuck his gun into the
backs in one way or another, there rand almost at his feet, exploding
BACKWOODS
are places in other sections of the both chambers, blowing about
six
FAIRY TALES
country where the
problems which mches from the muzzle of the fowl
surround the farmer are much more ing piece and all the wit from his
complex. The reason for the Ameri head. He immediately made
back
can’s belief is given in the following tracks for home.
FIRST,
THE
REASON
FOR
SALE-—
The
owner,
who
Ed G rant, Beaver Pond Cam ps,
paragraph: “ A dispatch dated SeptN e w re a d in g m a tte r, interesting-.
_______
has b.ult up an established business of the highest character, i s , ember 2 s,ays: Farmers in Northern
T h e first edition w as exh au sted m uch
•ooner than "we expected' and the popu- 1 forced to sell through illness. He must seek a warmer climate, his T
lar d em and w as so s r e a t for a second ! + Y
. .
,,
, .
& m.
„
1
,
11 a m
r r i . : „ ---------1 exas
Therefore he must sell A T ONCE. This p r o p - i ^ ; ^
“ fiT'ttot S i
edition th a t w e published an enlarged physician tells him.
and im proved edition to be sold by
t
|causing death to live stock in that
m ail (postpaid) a t the lo w price nam ed. erty will be ^ l d at a bargain.
T w e lv e c en ts, postpaid. S tam p s a c 
THE x LiA-OiL In th6 heart of the best minting and fish- section. Horses and cattle are being
cep ted.
Phillips, M aine.
ing territory in the State of Maine. The camps are located at a j rijy,eb blind by the pest and cows
J. W . B R A C K E T T C O .,
picturesque elevation of 2,500 feet above sea level, on a preserve refUse
eat, supplies of milk and
“ They tell me Fly Rod that Phil
of 30,000 acres. There are numerous lakes and
streams within butter being. greatly reduced. The
easy walking distance from the camps.
peoplealso axe suffering attacks of lips is your home?” said a New
MAPS OF MAINE
THE C A M P S -T h e r e are a dozen camps, equipped with 20 the {ly Horses are being covered with York lady to me one evenin r this
le beds. The camps are made o f logs and they have stone blankets.> Aroostook may have its week> and 1 answ ered, “ Yes, Phillips
RESORTS AN D ROADS double
________
fireplaces. They are thoroughly comfortable summer or winter. drawbacks, but nothing of such a has always been my home, and I
am more proud to say I was bom
M ain e woods h a s frequent inquries j Included in the camp equipment are an ice house, woodshed, din- serious nature as above mentioned.”
in the grand old state of Maine,
tor maps of the ashing; regions of the; jn2. room camp, hen house, bath room with open plumbing and
A Boston paper prints the follow - i amid the hills and mountains than
can
tte M w in S !flUsh closets wood sawing outfit with gas engine, power water
£ E f? ig S
mS
u§
" 260! pumping system, farming tools, etc., etc. There are several out- ing paragraph, which is remarkable |any other spot on earth.”
in more ways than one: “ ResidentsI “ Let me tell you,’” she replied, I
very large ........... 25c! lying camps which go with the place.
M oosehead and A ro o sto o k d isof Canaan, Me., have had much j have been in Switzerland four times,
triots ................ 50c
F ranklin C o u n ty ......................................
50c
trouble this year with hedgehogs.; and I never saw a more beautiful
Som erset C ounty ......................................
50c
The^ have tried lining the trunks of j country than we passed through in
O xford County .............
50c
P iscataquis. C ounty .................................
50c
their fruit tree® with zinc from old our automible when coming
from
A ro ostoo k C ounty ..........................
50c
W a sh in g to n C ounty .................................
50c
washboards, sections of old stove i Phillips to Rangeley.”
Outimg m ap o f M ain e,
20x35 i n .. $1.00
pipes an,d tin, but the hedgehogs ha a l _____________________________________
G eological m ap of M aine .................... 35c
R . R . m a p o f M aine ............................. 35c
always removed
the obstructions, j '
_ _ _ _
A n d ro sc o g g in C ounty ............................. 35c
As a last resort one man has tacked
C u m b erland County .................................
35c
H a n cock C ounty ......................................
60c
j sheets o f fly paper about the trunks j “ In The Maine W oods”
K en n eb ec C ounty .................................
35c
K n o x C o u n ty ...................
35c
j of his apple trees. He hopes thatl
Sportsmen’ s Guide Book
L incoln and Sagadahoc Counties . . 35c
! it will stick to the fur of the hedge- j
P en ob scot C o u n ty ..................................... 50C
W a ld o C o u n ty ..........................................
35c 1
llth Annua! Edition
|hogs and engross their attention j
f o r k C o u n ty
............................................... 35c
; sufficiently to make them forget the;
Published by the
J . W B R A C K E TT CO.
; apples.”

»
FAMOUS GROUP OF SPORTING GAMPS

SPORTING NOTES

For Sale at a Bargain

FLY ROD’S

NOTE BOOK

Phillips,

Maine.

Another cause of trouble which has!
been added to the already somewhat
long list of automobile tourists is
the Maine beaver, which is, how
ever confined mostly to certain sec-

GUIDES ADDRESSES
sale to

guides
ap p ear
al*

ONE OF THE CAMPS

BANGOR 6 AROOSTOOKR. R.
Mailed anywhere for 15 rents in stamps

Address Geo. M. Houghton,
Passenger Traffic Manager
Bangor, Maine

THE FISH AND GAME —

Abundant lake and stream fly
fishing any day in the season, with a full creel assured. Bird,
'ess.
deer and moose hunting. The deer hunting cannot be excelled in
Maine.
NEW RAILROAD — A new road that is being built will
-t, with the Canadian Pacific, 12 miles from the camps.
t are interested in this proposition address Maine Woods
;culars, including price, full description of the camps,
etc., and the location.
^DS,

Phillips, Maine

The Sam Cry F ly Book will be g iv e n
absolutely fre e w ith every new sub
scription to M aine W ood s at $1.00 per
year. Slip a dollar bill in an envelope
and address, Maine W ood s. Phillips, Me.

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, SEPT. 19, 1912
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and plenty of fish.
It was a hap; py party of boys who
at
Fort
Kent said .good bye to their guides,
i and took the train for their homes.
The leading social event this se-aI 3on at Mountain View was on ThorsI day evening, when the birthday of
A N D R O SC O G G IN C O U N T Y .
one of the most popular guests, A.
L E W IS T O N . M A IN E .
Montgomery, Jr., of New York was
Novel
Birthday
Party
Leading
Local
D e W it t H o u se .
L eadin g H o tel.
U nex
Are situated on First Dabsconeag Lake, l-4mile from West Branch Penobscot; Reached
happily celebrated by a party
of
celled in M aine.
B ook let free. G eorge from Norcross by steamer and canoe in 3 hours.
Individual log cabins and tent roofed log camps;
his friends.
On the lake shore not
S . P attee , Proprietor, L e w isto n . M e.
Event of the Season.
own garden, and hennery, daily mail; best New York. Philadelphia and Boston references.
far above the hotel a place in the
/woods was cleared, tables erected,
AROOSTOOK C O U N TY .
|aiyi decorated with greens from the
W IN T E R V IL L E . M A IN E .
forest, and the scarlet of mountain
(Special to Main-e Woods).
MT. K A T A H D IN at our doorway offers best mountain climbing in New England; side trips from
R ed R iver C am ps,
B e a u tifu l place for these camps to Sourdnahunk, Rainbow. Nahmakanta Lakes. A specialty made of outfitting and
ash and bunch berries added to the
Mountain View House, Sept. 15.
vacation s.
B e st o f fish in g .
T.
H . planning trips down the West Branch from N . E. Carry.
beauty.
The scene that
greeted
Eighty-one guests are now being the arrival of the guests about
Best Family Cooking in Maine.
T w ee die.
7
D E E S AN D MOOSE hunting in season, in as good territory as there is in Mime: Rates 12.00 entertained here, the largest'num  o’clock was one that suggested Fairy
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
and $2.50 per day. Open entire year. Snowshoeing, skiing. Tobogganing, visits to lumber campB ber 'that ever were “ at home” at
land, for lanterns were hung
all
during winter months. Booklet for the asking.
tills hotel so late in September and about the place and the glow of a
almost daily the toot, toot, of the big log fire threw a warm radiance
HERBERT M. HOWES,
auto horn auuounces the arrival of over the place.
The .table
was
some party from for away, and con loaded with the good things
Millinocket Me.,Dec. 1 to May 1; May 1 to Dec. 1, Deb3coneag, Me.
that
tinued good weather is all .that is had been, provided, and a huge birth
needed to keep the city people at day cake was in the center. “ Eat,
j the'Rangeleys for several weeks.
drink and be merry,” was the motto
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. &
_
Si ! The party of Gardiner, Mass., aen- and until midnight congratulations
GOME TO OTTER POND G AM P S
tleman, who have- been here for a were offered, speeches made and
vt
Portland,
Maine
number of seasons; Messrs. F. L. the woods rung with the echo
of
This Spring and catch Trout weighing from three to five pounds any day. Big Salmon
Butler, G. A. Keyworth, F. S. Whit- “ Auld Lang Syne,” after which an
too. Besides you get good Boats, a good Table and a good Time. For particulars address.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
temore, J. H. L. Smead, and E. S. importu cake walk and Indian dance
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport s !
Leavitt have taken one of the log I around the fire made a grand finGEORGE McKENNEY, Garatunk, Maine.
a
men. All farm, dairy products, pork |
gj camps for the remainder of the |ah of what was voted ito be
month.
They came from their home j novel birthday celebration and may
and poultry from our own farm, enablin their touring car.I Mr. Montgomery for many
years to
ing us to serve only fresh v e g e ta b le s ,_____________ _—------------------------------- , ----------------------------------------- —------ A. Montgomery, Jr., of New York! come, keep his birthday at Mountain
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
has been joined by his friend, E. D. j View amid his friends so loyal and
American plan. Send for circular.
Snyder of the same city.
true,“ so say we al 1.”
E. W. SnyMOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE and LOG CAM PS bY tth s
J. W. Harper and mother, Mrs. |der, a friend of Mr. Montgomery,
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
Thomas A. Harper, of Hartford, Ct., cam© from New York to help celeH une of the big brook trout an i landlocked salmon. Centrally located near the mouth
of the famous Kennebago Stream and Rangeley Outlet. Fine Fly fishing in ponds neavcy.
after a few days’ stay returned liomeibrate. the birthday and returned home
Good auto roads. Garage supplies. Tennis. Booklet. Long Distance Phone. Telegram..
Sunday.
|today.
Camp Eotlieu.
FRED B. BURNS, Proprietor
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McKenzie of
On Saturday evening Commodcfi’e
Phillips, were here for several days F. A. Newlin of Boston gave a house
P. 0. Hsines Landing, Maine.
R. R. Station, Oquoss.'^, Maine.
: this week.
warming in-his new boat house. “ A
1 .A V S A 1 i l l l U
Bear, Moose,
j Wim. Lilly of New York city, who fair unknown” appeared in the midst
Bird and Rabbit shooting.
Ifor a number of seasons was an of the festivities, causing a great
annual guest with his parents, driv flutter among the hearts of
the
S. C. HARDEN,
ing his own Marmon touring
car, gentlemen present, who are still
Long Pond,
Rangeley, Maine
HUNTING
|reached here Thursday.
He was asking “ who was she?”
Let me furnish you with references of well known, reliable, guides and sportsmen,
I accompanied by his fiancee,
Miss
For the remainder of the season
who have hunted at these camps. Large and small game hunting of the very best.
Ethel Curtis, of Trenton, New Jersey, the big camp will be taken by a
R A N G E L E Y LAKES.
Booklets.
B a ld M ountain G am as are situated at
chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs. Ross VV. party of jolly good fellows.
Two
the foot of B a ld M ountain in a good
R. B. TAYLOR, W e s t Garry Pond Gamps, Dead River, Me.
Lynn of New York.
Mr. Lilly was of them, Geo. A. Taylor, of Boston,
fish in g section .
S team b oat acco m m o 
j a great favorite with the Mountain and I. N. Damon, of Fitchburg, ar
dations O. K . T elephone at cam ps. T w o
m ails d aily. W r it e for free circulars to
View guests and friends.
rived Saturday evening and six more
A M O S E L L I S , P ro o 'r..
D. Corcoran and daughter,
Miss of the good fellows are en route by
Bald Moun tain,
Maine.
The Dead River Gountry is the finest deer hunt- ! Corcoran ^ Boston, arrived Friday automobile, and as their number in
J
for their first visit to the Rangeleys cludes some of the best fishermen,
region in Maine, and Spring Lake is in the center aJld are so mucil pleased with the who ever cast the fly on Rangeley
Deer and bird shooting almost at the ing
*
■
=>
r
•=>
j place they will remain
several lake, and Al Sprague is one of their
door of Hotel Blanchard. Write for
guides, there will be fish and fish
of this country.
W ri te to John Garville, Spring weeks.
booklet.
17
. tov. Fr. J. E. Laflamme of Rum- stories to write about next week.
ford and Joseph E. Stephens have
Lake, Maine, for full information.
E. H. G R O S E , Stratton, Maine.
been here for a few days’ outing
LAKE
M A N Y BIRDS S H O T NEAR
this week.
Deer and Partridge shooting for a limited
HO USE.
Coming
from
New
York
by
auto
number of hunters at Blackwell’s camps. There
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Colyez and Mr.
are plenty of outlying camps so each party can
— GREENE’S F A R M H O U S E A N D C O T T A G E S
have separate locality to hunt. These camps
j and Mrs. C. S. Folsom arrived here
are patronized by a select class only and every
(Continued from page fiv e ).
Friday afternoon to spend a week.
one can hunt with safety. Everything reason
OPEN FOR THE SEASON JUNE 15th
able guaranteed. Write for particulars and ref
^ m. G. Baldwin of Springfield, city, but the following party, who
erences.
DION O. B L A C K W E L L ,
Mass,, who is here for the summer, are here from there report the trip
W e guarantee trout fishing every day in the season. Write or phone us and we will meet
Round Mountain. Maine,
j is. an expert with the paddle and a delightful one: Mr. and Mrs. G.
you at Dead River Station. Summer boarders a specialty, Aato center for Dead River
spends much time in his canoe.
Miller. Gleed Miller and Mrs. H. H.
Region.
A. L. SAVAG E, Prop. Stratton, Maine.
LO G C A M P T O
LET.
Harry A. Fisher has returned to Hettings.
New
York
to
develop
another
inter
- Or. L on g Pond.
N e a r R angeley. F iv e
Mrs. Webster C. Estes and three
collegiate
basket ball
R oom s. B rick fireplace. C ook cam p . Ice.
.
. _ championship
,
^ i sons, Clifford, J. B. and
L.
C.
Spring w ater. A ddress
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
earn a,t Columbia, where his efforts Estes, of New York, who have been
GE O. H . S N O W M A N .
as coach have resulted in six cliam- spending a month at Kineo.
were
Rangeley,
Maine.
pion teams
Mr. Fisher greatly en- here for ,a few da
this week on
OUANANICHE LODGE
joyed the five weeks spent at Moun- theh.
to Poland springs,
SUNSET CAMPS
tain, View*.
T,
Carrabasset. Maine.
R.
Clarance
Dorsett
of
New
York,
„
^
rand
Mrs.
C. P. Greenough
o,
NORWAY PINES HOUSE & CAMPS
Fox Hunters, as well as those looking foxhas the past week charteredthe; Boston> dave taken rooms here
tor
Grand
Lake
Stream
Co.,
“
Owners."
birds and deer, can find sport at Carrabasset
Fishing unexcelled.
Ouananiche Brook and
house boat and taken a party
of j a sta-v ot ,ten da>sSpring Farm and Cottages. Hunters need not Lake Trout. As a vacation proposition not beaten
friends for picnics and sails over the
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Walker, Francis
and
only
equalled
by
few
places in the state.
travel far to get their limit of game. Write
i lake.
Walker and Mrs. E. H. Appleton of
Good Hunting. Old-fashioned hospitality. Cook
N. CH AM PAGNE.
ing with the Grandmother flavor.
No territory
This week there have beem picnic Bangor, who are touring Maine in
Spring Farm. Carrabasset. Maine.
can touch it as a canoeing center. Circulars.
parties going in different directions their auto, spent the Sabbath here,
W . G- ROSE, Manager.
Grand Lake Stream.
every day.
Washington County, Maine
V IA R A N G E L E Y .
Lake Parlin House and Gamps.
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Rowlett
of
Many Partridges in Woods.
206 Milk St Boston. Mass
Y ork C am ps, Loon L ak e .
A d d ress
J.
Boston, were this week joined
by
L e w is, Y o rk , R angeley, M ain e. Booklet.
A re d e lig h tfu lly situ ated on shore of
their son, Stewart, and the young
Since Monday .the lovers of huntCATANCE LAKE.
Lake'” Parlin on direct line from Quebec
gentleman, has a great story to tell ing
have. had delightful tramps
ON R A N G E L E Y L A K E .
popular th o ro u g h 
B e st of Salm on and T ro u t . fishing. to R angeley L a k e s,
life.
The first of j through the woods and everyone has
a d istan ce |of wilderness
Mirugo Spring H otel and C a m p s.
T he A lso all kinds of g a m e in Season. In  fare for au tom ob iles, being
August in, company with a party of been telling, “ there are plenty
of
m o st attra c tiv e place a t the R an g eleys. form ation and T e rm s furnished o n . a p  of 122 m iles each way.
partridges this fall,” which seems
A d v a n c e b ooking advised.
A d d ress A . plication.
L ake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in six young gentlemen from Boston,
P rivate board ing house. F.
with to have been proved a fact by the
S . P erh a m . R an g eley. M aine.
the radius o f four m iles
furnish
the New York and Philadelphia,
O. K e ith , Ciooper, M ain e.
best
of
fly fish in g the w hole season. their guides, faking their provisions, number of birds brought in Monday
East and Tuesday, and those who have
T he house and cam p s are new and h a ve tents, etc., they left North
R A N G E L E Y LAKES.
We make a specialty for parties tenting right all
but
m odern
conveniences,
such
as Carry in canoes for the famous Al- said, “ we missed our birds,
-Camp B e m is. T he B irch es. T h e B arker. in the heart of the moose, deer, bear and part
baths, g a s lig h ts , open rock fireplaces, legash trip of over 200 miles. Only have seen several flocks.”
W r ite fo r free circular.
C apt. F .
C. ridge shooting. Game guaranteed. For further
those who have taken the trip can
D. J. Macky and party of New York
etc.
T h e cuisine is unexcelled.
particulars, write to
B arker. B e m is. M ain e.
W . E. H A Y W A R D & BROS.,
A month in the Maine 1at Gull pond have shot 11 birds.
Canoeing,
b oatin g,
b ath in g, tennis, discribe it.
Lambert Lake, Me.
woods, and for a week at a time,
T. H. Bauchle, “ one a day
m ountain c lim b in g , au tom obllin g. etc.
they did not meet another person. far.”
W r ite fo r book let.
T h is place is fam ou s for th e E arly
KENNEBEC CO UNTY.
They watched the deer in their na
Donald Briggs, the popular office
H . P. M c K E N N E Y . Proprietor.
Trout FTshirtfl and E xcellen t Guides.
--------------------------------------------------------------- I Jackman,
Maine. tive home and always had fly fishing clerk, came in with a fine pair of
B E LG R A D E LA K E S , M A IN E .
birds.
Wm. Estes, who has charge
T h e B elgrade.
B e s t S p ortsm en ’s H otel
—
—
11
of the dining room, also shot two.
IN
T H E ,
In Mfvro- Thn.srliand
Black hass fis h -I Bear Spring Camps - Fishing. Hunting, good
ln N e w England.
Best ^ ck bass nsn food and up_t0.date camps. All the pleasure you i i / m u 14/1110 U n i l C C I k in O l l i n P
€. F. Dos Passos of New
York
ing in the w orld, b est trout fishing in ! expect. The place where you go home satisfied. WnT V liliU HUUoL AND LA M P q : brought in one bird last evening,
Clhas. N . H ill & Son, M a n a g - that you have got your money’s worth. W rite G.
M aine.
j F. M. Crehore of Boston has al_
D. Mosher & Son. Oakland, Maine. A fter June
ers.
! ready dropped several birds and is
1st. Belgrade Lakes, Maine.
j after others.
,
Jamaica Point Camps
K in g and B a rtle tt C a m ps. 2,000 feet Best Sportsman’s Camps on the Belgrade Lake, j There is a Reason (W h y GAME)
Because they are in the center of the : Broiled partridge will now be
above s e a level, unexcelled for
trout Each camp has telephone and bath. 150 acre farm
When planning a hunting tramp that you best territory for birds, duck, deer and Sfirved
f ° r tlie 1? cl£y aud skilltUl
fish in g or an outing.
Individual c a b  in connection. Circulars. Address. Marshall & should go to the Chase Pond Camps.
Stone, Oakland. Me., after May 15th. Belgrade
bear in Maine,
ins, open, w ood fires, excellent cuisine, Lakes. Maine.
Write for circular.
House electrically
The last two weeks of Septem ber
G UY C H A D R O U R N E .
fine natural lith ia sp rin g w ate r, m a g 
lighted and piped with hot and cold promises to be busy ones and daily
Bingham. Me.
nificent scenery. Renew your
health
S O M E R 8E T C O U N T Y .
water.
unexpected parties arrive.
This
Ln the b a lsa m -la d e n air o f
M a in e ’s
hotel will not close until Oct. 1.
Day’s
ride
from
Boston.
Outlying
ideal resort.
A ddress
JA C K M A N . M A IN E .
Bear in Mind camps for big game.
L ake Park. B eautifully situ ated on the
shore o f L a k e W o o d .
A u to in g . M o to r
Write for particulars to
HARRY M. PIERCE,
That’ D E E R L A K E
IT P A Y S T O A D V E R T I S E IN M A I N E

PARTIES AT
Where To Go In Maine PICNIC
MT. VIEW POPULAR
H O W E S ’ D E B SC O N E A G CAM PS.
F or MOOSE and D E E R

WEST END
HOTEL

HUNTING"-'

'I

W ood s

King

Address,
season

and

of

B artlett

Fa rm ingto n,
opens.

Maine,

Camos,
Me.,

until

OXFORD COUNTY.

th e

FOR HUNTING?

in g,
T rou t
and S alm on fish in g.
17
m iles o f lake and 60 m iles o f river
b oating. T w in Island Cam p s a t S k in 
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